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THE MOYES XTRALITE WINS THE WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIP IN ITS FIRST COMPETITION
Tomas Suchanek flying the NEW
MOYES XTRALITE won the 1993
World Championships in the Owens
Valley, U.s.A. .. with an incredible
feat of flying skill he came from 17
minutes behind, on the last day, to
win by 3 minutes.
Tomas said "The NEW MOYES
XTRALITE helped me get the height
and mind blowing speed that left the
others scrambling to catch up!"
The Moyes XTRALITE proved to be
extra safe in the difficuft Owens
Valley conditions when other gliders

were falling apart and pilots parachuting to survive, the XTRALITES
never faltered and proved that the
Moyes tradition of using the very
best strength tested and quality
products equal SAFETY without
suffering in PERFORMANCE.
Be Safe, Be The Best,
Get a WORLD CHAMPION MOYES
XTRALITE.
XTRALITE USHGMA CERTlFIED

MOYES DELTA GLIDERS PTY. LTD.,
173 BRONTE RD, WAVERLEY NSW 2024
SYDNEY NSW AUSTRALIA
TEL (02) 387 5622 FAX (02) 387 4472

The World's best Hang Gliders since 1967

DEADLINE

Skysaiior
Official Publication Of The Hang
Gliding Federation of Australia
kysailor appears 12 times per year as a service
to members. For non-members living in
Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas
magazine subscription is Aus. $65 (sent Economy
Air), Aus $95 Airmail. Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA
Contributions are needed. Articles, photographs
and illustrations are all acceptable although the
editor reserves the right to edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be published
and all contributions should be accompanied by the
contributor's name, address and HGFA number for
verification purposes.
Neither HGFA northeeditor assume responsi bility
for the material or opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution.

S

SKYSAILOR CONTRIBUTIONS
All Skysailor contributions to:
Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401, ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm
Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the best cover photo
sent in. It can be a black and white, colour photo or
slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested. Please supply
a stamped, self addressed envelope for their return.

15th of the month (for the foUowing month's issue!)
for contributions, market place, etc. Market place is
Cree to tinJ!nril!! members - please quote your numberotherwise a charge 0[$5 perad is applicable.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the Editor. All ads
must be paid in advance. Layout, separations and extra
work incur additional cost

ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership renewals,
short term memberships, rating forms and other administrative matters s hould be sent to: HANG GLID-

ING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: Ian Jarman
PO Box 558
TUMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472 888, FxJAH Answer Machine 069474328
PRESIDENT: Andrew Humphries
093816053,018917537
OPERATIONS MANAGER
Craig Worth
Mobile : 018 657419
Ph/Fx 065 592713
For information about site ratings, sites and other local
matters, contact the appropriate state
association/region or club.
Southern Region NSW
25 Beverley Ave
Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel

(042) 971923

Northern NSW Region
Pres. Dane Snelling
Sec. Ian Duncan
Treas. Glenn Salmon

029131294
029189962
029180091

AcnJGA
PO Box 3496
Manuka 2603
Sec. Gary Lilley
(06) 2925302
Pres. Phil Robinson
018625181
SSO. Peter Muffet
062927701

Sth Qld
PO Box 149
Kenmore Q 4069
Pres. Tony Giammichele
073584101
Sec/pR James Christensen,
072026342 H
078642788 W

Nth QId:12 VaoEldik Av
Andergrove Q 4740
Pres. Fran Wing
079287700W
079262237 H
Secrrrs: Ron Huxhagen
(079) 552913

OGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth 6151
Sec. Michael Dorrough
(09) 2746014

VicOGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Twomey
(03) 3972612 H

TasOGA
31 Hillside Cres
West Launces ton 7250
Sec. Steve Cameron
(003) 311561 H

SAOGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(08) 29775323

PGConvenor
Stuart Andrews
PO Box 9
Tooma NSW 2642
(069) 484461

Trike Committee members:
Kevin Magennis, Convener, 018 181071
Johanne Parniczky, Secretary, Newcastle, Ph 049
307895
Paul Mollison, Certification, Newcastle 049 570216
Neville Hoger, Registration, Mackay 079 577142
Paul Haines, Public Relations, 042 943256
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HGFAMerchandise
Support your sport!

Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pockel, colour logo and quote on the back
Cap
Coffee mug
Leather Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo
Metal Lapel Badge
Car stickers
Embroidered badge
Full Colour 1992/93 HGFA calendar
HGFA windsocks, multicoloured with HGFA logo
••• Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices •••

$19.95
9.00
6.95
5 .95
4.00
2.00
2.95
5.00
40.00

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders or $7.00 pp if order includes book and $3.05 pp for calendars

HGFA, PO Box 558, TumutNSW 2720, Ph: 069-472888, Fx: 069-474328
Discounts available for bulk purchases
Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, phone orders welcome
Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms: payment with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.
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CLUBS
Queensland
Cairns HG Club
Nev Akers
070512438 W
GenyGerus
070341451
Capricorn
Skyriders Qub Inc
Pres Brian Hampson
079226527
Sec Bron Ahem
079262237
Brian Smith
079287858
Canungra HG Club
Pres. Dave Staver
075435505
Sec. Gordon Bieske
075435505
SSO. KenHill
075435631
Gladstone HG Club
31 WilsonSt
Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Colan McGree
079722477
018770912
Sec. Dave Kennedy
079781329
Sunshine Coast H G Club
(Qld)
Sec. Robert Keen
074455642
Pres. Ron Rimkus
074821664
SSO.Dave Cookman
074498573
Townsville UGding
Assoc.
Pres Brad Cooper
077792853
Vice-Pres Graham Beplate
077732913
Sec Robin Dawson
077 819182 H

077819432W
Craig Phillips
077799299
Gary Rogers
077792645
Whitsundays HG Cl
Sec. Ron Huxhagon
079552913
New South Wales
Byron Bay HG Club Inc
Pres Greg McHugh
066877024
Sec. Shirley Lake
066858147
SSO. Peter Aitken
c/- 066853178
meet 1st Wed ea month
Central Coast HG Club
(NSW)
Pres A1fPiper
043631278
Sec Bob Bentley
043320096
2nd Wed Tuggerah Lakes
MemClub
Central West HG Club
Pres Len Pa ton
068537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
068511533
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927
Christian Flyers
IanLobb
Stanwell Park
042941656
Cudgegong Valley H G
Club
Sec. Mark Ca fe
063791310
SSO. Bruce Bareham
063791310
Great Lakes HGC Inc
Pres. Jim Parsons
065554077

Sec Steve Bailey
065547600
Fx 065 554855
SSO. Bob Barnes
065540416
llIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: lUawarra
Yacht Club 1st Wed
Pres George Barrie
042855567
Sec Warwick Kelly
042261707
SSO. James Nathaniel
042261377
Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pro Guenther Janssen
064562276
Sec. Lisa Ryrie
062359011
SSO.Heinz Gloor
064567171
Lower Blue Mts HG
Club
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
Sec. Michael Shyne
027243405
SSO. Nigel Felton
026280379
Mid North Coast UG
Assoc(NSW)
Pres. Paul Hazelgrove
018657366
Sec & SSO. Lee Scott
065565265
Ben Leonard
065821966
Newcastle HG Club
Pres Simon Lewis
049261829
018689243
Sec Bill Olive
049213800W
"PG" Ian Ladyman

049498946
SSO. Ross Duncan
049431900
meet last Wed Souths
Leagues Club
Northern Beaches HG
Club Inc (Sydney)
Pres: Jim Allen
029711715
Sec: Ian Duncan
029189962
SSO. Forrest Park
029972238
St&nweU Park Club
Pres. Andrew Nethery
042943665
Sec. Annelies Norland
042943699
SSO. Keiran Tapsell
042942645
meet 7.30pm 1st Sun
ea month Helensburgh
Workers' Club
Sutton Forest Flyers
Pres. Don Farrar
042840221H .
Sec. David Jones
048 611699 W
048 894182 H
Sydney HG Club
Pres Clive Gilmour
042941261
Sec Steve Hocking
023274484
Sydney PG Club
Pres Tim Gearing
026321634
Sec & SSO Mark Mitsos
042674570
TamworthlManilla UGC
Andrew Pepper
067654520
018416258
Richard Riley
067 821267
SSO.Pat Lenders

067729272
Upper Blue Mts
HGClub
Pres Glen Thompson
063531239
Sec. Lucas Trihey
047871480

Pres. Ken MitchelhiU
03 8879173 ah
03 2882480 bh
Sec. Christine Danger
054283185 ah
1st Wed Retreat Hot
226 Nicholson St
Abbotsford

Victoria
Eastern HG Club
Peter Batchelor
037353095
Andrew Philips
037580091 AH meet 3rd
Wed Olinda Hotel Main
St, Lilydale (n. rail line)
North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Pres Tony Dennis
057623292
Sec John Adams
057572945
Southern HG Club
Pres. Russe ll Dobson
035445658 1st Tues
Anchor & Hope Tav
Chureh St Richmond

Western Australia
Dalwallinu HG Club
Pres. Jonathan Back
093418328 H
093817094 W
Sec Mark Thompson
093673263 H
094917642W

Sky High PG Club
.
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Hang Gliding Federation of Australia Inc
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720
Ph: 069472888, Fx: 069474328
Assisted by the Australian Sports Commission

Membership Application
Name:

PhoneHm

. . . . . . . Address:
Occupation:

State:

Wk

Sex : M/F

. Postcode:
Birthdate:

Payment Details: $

. Cheque / Money Order / Mastercard / Bankcard / Visa

Expiry Date:

. Card #:

Signature:
HGFA Scbedule of Fees
$125 12 months (FUll.) Membership
$115 (Nth·NSW) 12mths RfLLMembership
$135 (SA) 12 mths FUll. membership
$20
PHG Pltots Operational Levy
$50
AdditiooaJ Family Member (12 mootbs)
$25
Rejoirung Admirustntioo Fee
$45
Short Term Membership (4 montbs)
$45
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 mootbs)

4

$ 15

Trial/ Instructional Ai gbt (TIf)
7 Days tota l available through instructors only

$50
$65
$95
$5
$15
$10
$5

(12issues)"Skysailor' Subscription (Nonfly)
Overseas (sent SAL)
Overseas (Sent Ainnail)
FAI ucence
PHG Opo Manual
Comps Manual
Tow Manuals
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Here is September 's issue, big (40 pages) with
colour; hope you like it! As I said last time, this
month also seems to be the start of s ummer
flyin g and competitions, and must be most welcome fo r pil ots in the colder so uthern sta tes.
Looking back, it has been quite a mild winter;
does that mea n that thi s flyin g seaso n will be
HUGE?!

result in 2 long hard days. There
may be some inconsistencies in the
current constitution and the board
and state/regional representa tives
have much to consider and decide
on this matter.

Just to hand from Paul Molli so n is the 1993
Nati onal Ladder. Thanks to Paul for hi s effo rt. I
am pri nting the first 34 places only in thi s iss ue
because of space co nstraints. More next month .

Also, the contract fo r Skysa il or
editor comes up for renewal and I
fee l it is time to put to rest a rumo ur
th at has been going aro und. Co ntrary to thi s hearsay, I am qu ite
happy to co ntinue as Skysa il o r
editor and will be putting fo rward a
submission to the Board and representa tives fo r thei r co nsi deration.
The position has certai nly been a
chall enge for me over the years, a nd
I would li ke to think that I have done
my best to keep both members and
advertisers happy .

If you haven' t checked that your club's details
are correct on page 4, now is the time to do so .
I didn 't receive any co mpl aints last month, only
a co upl e of new inel usions .

I have also been very fortunate to
receive so many excell ent contri buti ons and to th ose people, many
thanks.

Wi th s ummer flyin g in mind, the article
'Safety Comes First ' is well worth reading. I
have defi nitely been guilty of making the statement, ' The most dangerous part of fl ying is the
drive to the si te!' but never agai n. Since our sport
has ta ken so me hammering safety-wise over the
pas t year or so, we all need to be more safetyconscious .

By the tim e you read this, the HG FA Boa rd
meeting will have been held o n the Gold Coast.
As usual, there is quitea lotto di scuss whi ch will

So, until next month ...
Safe fl ying to a ll!
Marie}

N ATIO NA L

P ilote

Camp 1 Camp 2 Camp 3 Camp 4 Comp 5

COOP ER Drew

FL AI93 FLAT92 BCUP93 OPEN93 SEQ92

391 . 2

353 . 6

FL AI9] FLAT92 BCUP9J NA T92
4 95. 4
4 32.1 4 18 .4
326 . 3

NAT91

4 70 . 1
HOYES Stephen

ZU PAN C Micheal

FLAT93
457 . 4
NEWLAND Mar k
FLAT93
408.6
HOLTKAM P Rohan
FLAT93
436.9
AD AMS Dave
FLAT93
421.8
BRADEN Carl
FLAT9 3
4 09.7
HE ANE Y Grant
FLAT93
4 12 . 0
TULLOCH Geo f f
FLAT92
4 29.5
BEAVIS Al an
OPE N93
36 2. 7
ROTT MAN Don
OPEN 93
38 4. 9
STAVE R David
FLAT93
437 . 9
FIME RI Gary
FLAT93
409 . 1
DU NCAN Russell
FLAT93
4 3 9. 9
BLENKIN SOP Steve FLAT93
4 67 . 3
DU RAN D John
FLAT92
355 . 3
REDMAN Dave
f'LAT93
4 5 2. 0
KAM BAS George
FLAT9 3
390. 4
GA NDERTON Jenny
FLAT93
335.8
PRITCHARD P hill
FLAT92
368.8
HILL Ken
FLAT92
38 7. 0
PATON Len
FLAT93
342 . 7
AI T KEN Peter
FLAT93
383. 4
GILMOUR Stephen FLAT93
384 .8
HIBBERD Rob
SEQ92
31 0 . 2
GERUS Ger r y
FLAT93
313 . 6
ROSS - S MITH Helen FLAT93
357.1
ATKI NSON Brett
FLAT93
327.8
DOSSETOR Geo ff
BCU P93
29 4 .2
REE S lan
FLAT93
39 4 .2
DOCHERTY Cra ig
FLAT93
327.2
FRANKLIN Darryl
FLAT93
329.9
SCOTT Dan n y
NAT91
273 . 6
BECK Phil
f'LAT93
382.2

4 28.2
BCU P93
40 2 .3
OPEN93
375.6
BCUP93
393.6
NAT92
357.1
FLAT92
388 . 6
FLAT92
367 . 9
FLAT93
364 . 3
FLAT93
349 . 7
FLAT93
383 .4
FLAT92
321.8
BCUP93
307.5
FLAT92
4 2 1. 1
FLA.T91
27 1. 6
FLAT93
312.7
SEQ92
266. 1
OPEN93
3 4 6.9
FLAT92
325.6
SEQ92
3 4 5.8
S EQ92
313. 6
FLAT92
333. 1
FLAT91
270.5
FLAT92
336 . 6
OPEN 93
2 91. 3
BCUP92
2 54 .1
BCUP93
269.6
BCUP93
28 9. 7
FLAT93
291. 7
FLAT92
221. 5
OPE N93
237 . 1
BCUP93
229 . 9
NSW90
227. 4
FLlIr.T92
337.8

4 20 . 9
FLAT92
351.2
NAT92
366 . 2
FLA.T92
334.3
FLA.T92
3 49 . 3
ENG91
312.9
OPEN93
337.0
OPEN93
355. 4
FLAT92
334 .2
BCUP93
329.9
ENG92
281.9
FLAT92
301.9
FLAT91
246.9
NAT91
267.1
SEQ92
283 . 2
ENG92
252 .1
BCU P93
342 . 9
BCUP9J
292 . 9
NAT92
256 . 1
NAT91
231 .1
OPE N93
239 . 8
ENG91
250.7
OPE N93
303 . 7
ENG92
262 , 1
OPEN93
250 . 7
NAT92
222 . 0
NAT92
280 . 5
FLAT92
239 . 1
OPEN93
201.0
NAT92
213.3
SEQ92
20 4. 7
ENG90
226.3
SEQ92
232.6

NAT92
305 . 6
SEQ92
335 . 8
OPEN93
331 . 5
OPEN93
330 . 7
S EQ9 2
308 . 7
8CUP93
321. 3
SEQ92
286.2
BCU P93
301.3
FLAT92
310.3
ENG91
258.7
NAT92
25 8. 5
OPEN93
203.8
ENG90
255.7
OPEN93
273. 4
ENG9 1
232.6
NAT9 1
172.5
NAT92
232.8
E NG92
2 4 8. 1
FLAT93
223.7
BCUP93
226.8
ENG92
227.9
NS W90
I S5.8
BCU P92
204 .6
ENG92
2 4 6.2
OPEN93
203.5
S EQ92
229.9
OPEN93
198. 4
FLAT91
185 .1
BCUP93
lS 8. 2
ENG 92
19S . 5
f'LAT92
217 . 7
NS W90
136 . 1

1993

L A DpER

3 10. 1
OPEN93
288 . 3
ENG92
309 . 8
FLAT91
269 . 1
ENG92
293 . 7
FLAT91
289.6
8CU P92
261. 3
FLAT91
2 4 3.9
NAT91
26 4 .7
VIC91
175.3
8CUP93
253 . 8
OPEN93
247 . 4
ENG90
1 99 . 3
NSW90
237.5
NAT92
272 .4
OPEN93
232.0
VOP N91
168.3
FLAT91
225 . 7
S EQ91
189 .4
ENG91
221.9
FLAT91
22 1. 3
NAT91
2 13 . 9
NAT92
1 1 1.7
ENG90
188 . 1
ENG91
189.7
8CU PS2
192 . 8
VXCL93
77.4
BCUP92
180.7
BCUP93
157.9
BCUP92
17S.8
OPEN93
lS0.2
ENG91
191.5
NAT92
39.6

P rey
Total POBn POBn

2064 .0

1982.3
1804.8
1796.0
1765. 4

12

1752.6
1709.5

,.

1699.5
167 9 .3
1612.6

10

10

1583 . 8

11

2.

1554 . 1

12

21

152 4 . 4

13

13

1511.0

14

14 99 . 2

15

1497 . 0

16

11

143 4. 8

11

163

14 21.0

18

44

1412 .'8

19

20
19

1 408.2

20

1377.3

21

11

1363.7

22

22

13 4 6.4

23

14

1292 . 6

24

29

1256,3

25

31

1254.3

26

41

12 4 5.0

27

54

1205.3

28

14S

1204.1

29

33

1159.7

30

4.

11 44 .6

Jl

52

11 40.2

32

1136.5

J3

15

1128.3

34

3.

Monthly
Hang Gliding
East Coast
Australia
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Paragliding
Tours

Maximum 10 pilots per bus tour, fully escorted, flying , camping, lodging. Breakfast/dinners are included. You ' ll fly
the best sites along 1,500 kilometres of east coast Australia in 14 days, weather permitting.
We travel the coastline, from Stanwell, Sydney, New South Wales to Rainbow Beach, Queensland and back.
Bring your own glider (hire available), harness, instrumentation, sleeping bag and personal effects. Test fly new gliders.
For further details write, phone or fax:

COS t

$1200

Jim Allen
Australian Hang Gliding Adventure Tours (ACN 003 724963),
3 Derwent Street, Wheeler Heights NSW 2097

029711715 AH, or Fax: 029813728
To fly a hang glider or paraglider legally in Australia, you must be a member of the Hang Gliding Federation of Australia which
offers a short term membership (3rd Party Insurance) which is included in our tour cost.
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May I suggest "lei lies" if you "can't handle
the Ii ft, then get out of the bowl" .

~eeee~~
t~

Adam please don't listen to the diatribe, I want
to save s~me of my hair. Long live Miles
Craven!

t'e

Russell Dobson, 33849

dte6i~
Flying Overseas
Dear Editor
lust a note to anyone who was wondering where
I had gone. I am alive and well and flying in
Switzerland. If anybody is visiting Switzerland,
don't hesitate to contact me. My address is:
Michael Free, Bederstrasse 103,8002 Zurich.
My phone number at work is (1) 286 8361. I
have been flying at Interlarken, Apenseller,
Amden, Ricene and Fiesch. I like Switzerland!

Michael Free
In Defence of Miles Craven
Dear Marie
Surely we are mature enough to be able to laugh
at ourselves, or does flying a paraglider prevent
us from doing so? In which case should we also
ban any stories with reference to 'The Irish',
'The lews' or 'Travelling Salesmen'? And who
is going to stick up for the cats, or should they
be banned too?
I have NEVER struck the conflict you speak
of, between the two persuasions, on any Northern Beaches sites, many of which Adam has
helped to develop. The paragliders 'payout' on
the hang gliders, and the hang gliders 'payout'
on the paragliders, and everyone has a good
laugh.
So lighten up guys, and try getting some fun
out of life, or is that why you chose to fly
paragliders?!
Yours sincerely,
Dane Snelling

Dear Marie
I can't believe it! Three letters of complaint about
Miles' Craven inoneissue.
Does this reek of a conspiracy by paragliders and
the Skysailor censor to
remove Miles from Q!![
pages? The one page of
Skysailor that I really
enjoy. Don't some people
have humour? If they had
ever been away flying with
Adam Hunt they would
realise that Miles is just a
part of all our combined
humour and that Adam is
very good at putting it all
to paper. Miles Craven is
not only Adam's fault. He
is the humour of many irresponsible people who
dare to fly in a device that

6

has actually evolved enough to have a skeleton.
It's simple really ... if you don't like Miles
Craven then read the next page instead . Or get a
(sense of) humour!
More seriously, I hope that the problem that
has arisen regarding electoral procedure for the
HGFAis properly aired in Skysailor and thatthe
present board resolves the problem correctly. I
personally do not have a problem with the
present board but I do feel that the one man one
vote system is the only way to ensure that our
association remains Q..\!rS.. It will also ensure that
our country members, manyofwhom don't have
the pleasure of belonging to a big club, will still
have their say in who runs their association .
I would like to thank Steve Hockingforall the
hard unpaid work that he has, and continues to
put into hang gliding for us. Most would not
realise how much work he does.

Ian Duncan

Dear Marie
Come on, you group of over-sensitive jelly-back
jellyfish! Miles Craven has been with us here at
Skysailor a lot longer than your collapsible contraptions have!
I would like to thank Miles, for I believe he
has been instrumental in kerbing my hair loss
problem. He has provided an outlet for my
frustration.
I don't go to Flinders any more unless I can
SKY OUT and fly up to the Blowhole. It's
pointless; hang gliders cannot "park" in the
bowl!

Fascism revisited ...
Dear Marie
It was very pleasant to read Shane College'S
letter in the August Skysailor, which appears to
be an offer by him to help improve airmanship
at Stanwell Park.
I wonder if the aggressions shown to the
'talented and experienced pilot ' who wanted to
fly at Stanwell without being a member, arose
because of an aggressive insistence by both
Shane and his talented friend on the right to fly
contrary to Commonwealth law and contrary to
the conditions laid down by Wollongong Council on the use of its property at Bald Hill.
If Shane regards any checki ng of pi lots membership as 'a touch of fascism', then recent
. events have indicated that that is the way it is
going to have to be.
As everyone knows, a recent mid-air collision
which had serious potential damage to the viewing publicon Bald Hill, involved two pilots who
were not members and therefore not insured.
The reason why they were allowed to fly was
because in one case the pilot had lied to a safety
officer about his membership. In the other case,
he was such a familiar, friendly and trusted
member of our hang gliding community that no
one did or would have bothered to ask him if he
had renewed.
Contrary to Shane's understanding, there have
been a number of hang gliding sites closed because the owners have been concerned about
their liability. All public authorities these days
insist that the only persons who fly on their sites
are those who are covered by insurance. It is very
easy to close a hang gliding site. The owner just
has to say no.

Jon Durand going for the spot at Beechmont, p Susan Phillips

_111:::-::::- -

No safety officer that I
know enjoys going
around checking on
people's membership. It
takes up our flying time.
It is intrusive, and every
now and then one cops a
mouthful of abuse from
someone who feels the
same way as Shane. It is
the main reason why it
has not been done properly, as recent events have
shown .
We have taken steps to
make the checking
process as unobtrusive as
possible. The HGFA has
recently returned to the
practice of providing
members with helmet
stickers. So if you want to

SKYSAILOR

avoid fascist interference, put a sticker on.
Secondly, we have now got from the HGFA a
list of current members. So, ifthere is no helmet
sticker, our safety officers (soon to be on a
roster) will, with a big smile, introduce themselves and in the process of being friendly and
helpful, will find out the pilot's name. Then so
that the pilot does not get the impression that he
is bei ng fasci stl y interfered wi th, will run around
the back of the dunny to check to see if the name
is on the list. In Shane's case this will never be
a problem because he is so well known .
Shane may not realise it, but checking on other
pilot's membership is not just for the sake of
protecting Bald Hill as a site. It is for his benefit
as well. In the recent mid-air collision, it was
obvious that it was caused by the negligence of
the paraglider pilot. The hang glider pilot who
crashed into the take off area of Bald Hill suffered a broken leg, was off work for quite a long
time, may have a continuing disability and lost
a lot of money. He is entitled under our law to
recover compensation from the paraglider pilot.
The paraglider pilot was a young student from
Spain with no money and no insurance. Had he
been insured, our current insurance policy
would have allowed the hang glider pilot to be
properly compensated. But he missed out. If
Shane had been the hang glider pilot concerned,
I am sure Skysailor would have gotten quite a
different letter from him, complaining about the
lack of fascism amongst Stanwell's Safety Of-

ficers in not making sure that every person who
flies there is insured.
Finally, if Shane's real complaint is that some
of our Safety Officers lack charm, we invite him
to join our roster to show us how it should be
done.

Kieran Tapsell
A Volunteer Resigns ...
Dear Marie
Below is a summary of my letter to Ian Jarman
explaining my reasons for resigning as HGFA
Regional Representative and Vice President.

30.7.93
Dear Ian
A situation has arisen in my region in which, as
a neutral onlooker, I have become embroiled. At
the Capricorn Club AGM new office bearers
were elected and new rules for new sites were
discussed and adopted. I was present at the
meeting and felt it ran smoothly. I was surprised
to receive a call on Monday morning from a club
member imploring me to call and chair a meeting as HGFA Rep because the AGM had been
so unsuccessful. Later in the day I was drawn
into an argument with another club member
concerning these perceived problems. I was led
to believe the Gladstone Club and other members had similar grievances.
I was persuaded, against my better judgement,
to have such a meeting. I advised all involved to
cease their endless phone calls as I felt they were

only fuelling the problem. All members failed to
do this and anything I said in response to their
problems was edited and then misquoted.
The meeting was last night. I asked for all
grievances to be aired. It became apparent that
the problems of the previous week were not
important enough to be stated at a public meeting and that the only real grievances were
against me as a result of my misquoted and
inaccurately repeated conversations. It seemed
ludicrous that the meeting I had been "begged"
to chair had turned the full circle on me.
The memory of this will stay with me for a
long time. I have tried to act in the best interests
of HGFA; it is with regret that I am resigning as
I feel I am beginning to have some input to offer
in HGFA discussions .
I would have like to continue as Reg Rep but
it would obviously be impossible to do so in an
environment where my integrity is in question
and I have lost all trust.
I wish my replacement well and look forward
to continuing my involvement in some more
positive way.
Yours sincerely

Fran Wing
Ed's Note: The following letter from Adam
Hunt has been printed because, as he so rightly points out, I failed to give him right of reply,
in the same issue, to letters concerning Miles
Craven cartoons . . .

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
1.

Weighs only 2.5 kgs

2.

Totally Australian made

3.

Manufactured in S.E. Queensland

4.

24 hour hot line seven days a week

5.

Always in stock for immediate delivery

6.

Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting

7.

Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes

8.

Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation
approved parachute Rigger "B"

9.

Free owner's manual with every parachute

1 O.

Other models and sizes available

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178

Ph: 073934409, Fx: 073934363
September 1993
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It was with some surprise that I
read the letters page of July
Skysailor - I had always
understood Skysailor policy was
to allow an attacked individual
right of reply in the same issue.
But let's not get our lilo lines in a
twist

Now on with the fun. I just can't
wait for further suggestions (rom
Geoff White as to how my
"talents need to be redirected."
The most relevant part of his
letter states: "I never did quite
have the guts to try hang
gliding." Might I suggest that
his talents as a poet are about
equal with his cartooning ability.
Now for the next bozo. rm
curious as to how Stuart
Andrews is an authority on my
flying ability (or perceived lack
thereof) and airtime.

could be a little creative (or is it
totally beyond your collective
brain capacity?)
Some years ago a bloke called
John Reynoldson did a hilarious
cartoon called: "101 uses for a
dead Adam Hunt." It.certainly
made me laugh. I think it's a
sad reflection on people's level
of tolerance when they feel
passionately inflamed to write
crude hate mail to somebody
who gets a giggle out of
scribbling adventures of a bloke
who wears a propeller helmet.
But I digress.
Now to Ken Mitchellhill, 63410
(Editor of Australian Paragliding
News) who actually manages to
raise one sensible point "Do
you think anyone finds them
(my cartoons) amusing
anymore?"
.

nus is the crux of the whole

issue - last time I checked the
membership statistics of the
H.G.F.A. there were at least 3
times as many hang glider pilots
as opposed to those who fly
.
pillows - do any of the majority
find Miles Craven even mildly
amusing? Do any of them get a
Rather than pathetic attempts
genuine chuckle out of his
at poetry, or paranoiac hate
adventures?
rants masquerading as a letter
to Skysailor, perhaps my c r i t i c s _ - - - - - - - - -_ _

I've never met you Stuart, or if
by chance I have, you've
completely and utterly slipped
my mind. Sorry. The "deeprooted hate" you speak of exists
only in your own mind

8

If there are any fans out there,
please write to Skysailor and
cause an editorial crisis - if 3
letters to Skysailor from lilo
lovers are enough for the editor
to say: "Adam will have to find
other topics for the adventures
of Miles " what would 3 letters
(or dare I suggest more than 3)
of support do to the conscience
of those who wish to censor,
sanitise or "re-direct" my
talents?
Or will all this fuss just blow over
(kind of like a lilo at the Reef in

a 25 knot NorEaster) and people
will start debating issues that
really matter?
like I don't know how long
you've all been reading
Skysailor for, but I find a hang
gliding magazine full of
Competition results, National
Executive Directors reports,
Operation Managers reports,
Funding and Grant details and
Paragliding stuff quite bland.
It's a shame I won't be around
for the debate - rm overseas
indefinitely, even as you read
this. Goodbye, so long and
thanks for all the laughs!

SKYSAILOR

pick-up drivers.
Friday night welcoming social. Some maps available at $7 each.
Send entry fee now, payable to Ross Duncan, Competition Organiser,
49 Highfields Pde, Highfields NSW 2289, phone 049 431900 or 018
687020

Eungelia, North Queensland
26 September - 2 October

1993/94 Victorian Cross Country League

Prizes to Women, A, Band C grades to 3 places. C grade only for
Intermediate gliders. Has to be more than 5 women to pay 3 places.

Dates: The competition shall be conducted over the period from 1/4/93 to
31/3/94. Pilots may fly on any day, but are responsible for documenting
flights and forwarding documentation to the VHGA Competition Director
within 1 month or by the 1/4/94, whichever is sooner. Flights from the
1993 Victorian Spring Open, 1994 Bogong Cup and 1994 Victorian Open
will be entered automatically.

Nomination $100 payable to Whitsunday Hang Gliding Club, PO Box 6,
Proserpine Qld 4800.
Accommodation: Please book early as rooms go quickly - 079 584509
Equipment: 35 mm data back and UHF radio.
Contact Dave Lamont 079 461157

Fees: The competition entry fee is $5 (free for pilots entering the 1993
Victorian Spring Open, 1994 Bogong Cup or 1994 Victorian Open) and
is to be paid with the pilot's first flight submission.

1993 Canungra Classic (Regional Titles)
1993 Australian Womens Open

Any queries may be directed to: Wesley Hill, VHGA Inc. Competition
Director PO Box 400, Prahran, 3181

NSW Titles - Manilla
23 to 31 October 1993
Open to good intermediate and advanced pilots
Entry fee: $120 includes presentation night and T-shirt
A & B grade, run to HGFA competition guidelines; assisted by the
Northern and Southern NSW Regions
Requirements: UHF radio, chute & data back camera
Limited to 70 pilots; 30 from National Ladder, 30 from NSW (1st in 1st
served basis), 10 interstate.

Date: 9-17 October
Venue: Canungra area, SE Qld
Please Note:
Registration will take place Friday 8 October 1993 10 am - 7 pm
followed by Calcutta
Red face night on Wednesday 13 October 1993; get your acts together
now
During the competition we will score pilots and drivers for anything
unusual. This will be called real competition points with a winner on
Presentation night.
Note all free meals for pilots only.
For more info contact Ken Hill on 075 435631

Child-minding is available; also local knowledge and assistance for

Aerochute Industries Pty Ltd
presents

The Aerochute Dual Seater
The first legally approved and certified Australian
manufactured Powered Parachute:
...

...

CAA approval No C510780ML
Compliance approved to BCAR-S by Engineering
Manager Airworthiness Melbourne Airport

What you Get from Aerochute
./ An approved and certified aircraft
./ A tested and proven reliable design
./ A trike built by a CAA approved manufacturer

Australia who can help you with any questions

Training & Demonstration Flights
...
...

Full training to AUF pilot's licence by an AUF
qualified CFI or instructor
Trained to CAA/AUF approved training syllabus

Price $12,800
For more information call:
Aerochute Industries Pty Ltd
12 Acheson PI, North Coburg VIC 3058

Ph: 03 3542612, Fax: 03 3542795

./ A high performance parachute manufactured by a
CAA approved rigger
./ Four years experience from the company who introduced the first legal powered parachute into Australia
./ Full warranty on the aircraft
./ Full backup on spares and service

Distribution
Aerochute Industries has distributors throughout

September 1993
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Manilla Mug (formerly the Coopla Cup)
Long weekend October 2-4 to be held at Mt Borah, Manilla to the
north-west of Tamworth.
Hosted by the Mid-north Coast Hang Gliding Club as usual, this comp
remains a fun event for Intermediate and above, with cross country tasks
set each day.
For accommodation and other details contact Lee Scott 065 565265

Forbes Vintage & Veteran Games
16-17 October 1993
It is planned to hold a low key friendly and fun competition for the over
35s as part of this event. Launches will be by aero tow from the Forbes
Aerodrome as guests of the Forbes Soaring and Aero Oub. There will also
be sailplane and power flying events taking place at the same time. There
will be a dinner held on the Saturday night for all participating sports
people. Cost at present unknown. Entry fee $15; proceeds used to buy
prizes.
Contact Jenny Ganderton on 068 511533 AH or 068 521688 BH if you
are interested so I can organise the tug.

Not The Victorian Paragliding Open
Saturday 30 October to Tuesday 2 November 1993 (Melbourne Cup
weekend), Bright, North-eastern Victoria
A fun competition designed especially for novice pilots. Handicaps based
on experience and glider performance. Profits to go to Australian Paragliding Team Fund. Fancy dress and novelty events .
Contact Ken Mitchelhill 032882480 w or 038879173 h.

1993 Victorian Spring Hang Gliding Championships
Objectives: To provide competition experience for Victorian pilots of all
levels; and to improve the National ranking of Victorian pilots .
Grade of competitions: The competition shall be conducted in Open and
C grades.
Dates and locations: 30 & 31 October & 1 & 2 November 1993 at Mt
Emuffawonga Gap/Mt Buffalo (HQ at Bogong Hotel, Tawonga)
13, 14, 20 & 21 November 1993 at Ben Nevis / Mt
LonarchlElmhurst/Sugarloaf (HQ at Raglan Recreation Reserve)
Daily program: 10.00 morning pilot briefing; 12.00 Pre-flight pilot briefing; 12.30 First pilot ready to launch; 20.00 Notification of landing details
to scorer (NB: penalty points may be awarded for late notification of
landing details); 21.00 Preliminary results posted
Prizes: Prizes comprising trophies and donated products will be awarded
to 1st, 2nd and 3rd in Open and C grades
Entry requirements : The competition is open to HGFA members with a
minimum of Novice + Alpine rating.
Fee: The competition entry fee is $20

Rainbow Beach, Qld
Starts 28 December 1993
Duration: 3 flying days
Eligibility: Novice, intermediate & advanced
Contact: Ron Rimkus 074 821664 after 6 pm and before 9 pm

Bogong Cup 1994
28 December 1993 to 5 January 1994
Maximum entries 120
Allocation of Places: 30 places reserved for C grade pilots on receipt of
entry fee basis, 30 places reserved for non-Australian resident pilots on a
P.I.R.S. ladder basis. 60 places reserved for Australian pilots on a National
Ladder basis .
All places reserved until 30 October 1993 when the allocations will be
done. Any unfilled places after this date will be allocated on a receipt-offees basis regardless of the ladder position.
Last registration date 27 December 1993
Sites to be used: Emu 1 & 2, Buffalo, Tawonga Gap
Minimum pilot rating - Intermediate with Alpine experience
Entry fee $100 (make cheque payable to Bogong Cup 1994)
Contact and entries to Bob Daley, C/- RMB1575, Milawa Vic3678,phone
057 222992 or 279421

New Zealand Hang Gliding Nationals
Queenstown, 28 December 1993 to 7 January 1994
Contact Paul Chisnall, U8A Wynyard Cres, Queenstown, phone/fa x 03
4426269, mobile 025 331741

Forbes Flatlands 1994
8-16 January 1994
Entry fee: $165 (discount of $15 if paid before end Oct)
Data back cameras required
Minimum of 4 pilots per team paid to allocate strip
Entries: Lynne Giffin, 85 Lachlan St, Forbes NSW 2871 , ph. 068
523899, fax 068 523481

New Zealand National Paragliding Championships

PROFESSIONAL

To be held in New Zealand's south island, 8-16 January 1994
Sponsored by the region's main airline, Mt Cook airlines, the championships take place in the heart of the Southern Alps at the resort town of
Queenstown. We ' ve had a number of inquiries from Australia and if there
is a number of Australian pilots wishi ng to come over as a group we may
be able to assist in arranging a reduced airfare through our major sponsor.
Don't miss the party.
Contact Roger Banks or Shaun Barry PO Box 432, Queenstown, New
Zealand, ph 64 3 4423457, fax 64 3 4426749

1994 Australian Open Hang Gliding Comp
19-27 January 1994 inclusive

U8/30 KALAROO ROAD, REDHEAD NSW 2290
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Location: North-east Victoria - Kiewa and Ovens Valleys
HQ: Settler's Tavern, Tawonga South

SKYSAILOR

Sites: Mt Emu, Tawonga Gap, Mt Buffalo
Prizes: 1st - $1000 cash, 2nd - $800 cash, 3rd - $600 cash, 4th - $400,
5th - $200
Format: Prescribed XC task around photo turn points with timed launch
and goal. HGFAscoring formula toapply. Databackcameras not required.
Maximum entries: 120
Allocation of places: As at 1st November places will be allocated on the
following priorities:
1. A Grade Australian pilots in order of national ladder ranking up to and
including the pilot ranked 30 on National Ladder.

2. Australian pilots, nominated by states as necessary to allow a minimum participation of pilots from each state (four from each state).

1993 Pre Summer
fl~ina Tour
5 day Hang Gliding and
Paragliding $625
Where:
Tamworth-Manilla area (November 6-12)

3 . Overseas pilots, World Class PIRS subject to a maximum of 15% of
the field.

Who:

4. Australian pilots, in order of national ladder ranking up to an including
the pilot ranked 75 on the National Ladder.

Includes:

5. Overseas pilots, international class PIRS subject to a maximum of20%
of the field (including pilots from priority 3 above).
6 . 5% of the field at the organisers' discretion.
7 . Other pilots in order of application .
Note: If you wish to claim a place via the firstS priorities, yourregistration
fee must be received no later than last mail 31 October 1993!
Full refunds for cancellations before 1st December 1993, after which a
10% deduction applies.
Registration fee: $125
Other requirements: Advanced rating or equivalent; reserve parachute
mandatory; licensed UHF radio recommended .
Registration fee to: Australian Hang Gliding Open, 2 Drummond St,
Tawonga Vic 3697
Enquiries: John Adams, phone 057572945, fax 057 571020

+

Novice & Intermediate airtime chasers
Transport from Sydney and return, accommodation,
breakfast (continental), lunch and a group size of only 8.
We allow a back-up day for bad weather.

"1 have organised flying tours since 1989, both here and
overseas and find a group size of 10 or more to be
absolute chaos.
/I

Umited group size

Call us now!
Tony Armstrong
042942584
042942999

Danny Scott
042943240

rt"If?/

18 Hp Jpx engine

"H#i:?/1

~ ~~lE W@~~ lF~

Removable alloy
fan shroud

Moulded ftbergIass
backpack

an

HGFA members who purcluuIed the first Turbochu~ video. I!IOl'l'Y
guys. yes It was a poor video. If you return It we will send you the latest
(and much Improved) video made at Ugbt WIng by our new video crew (there
will be no charge for th18).
Secondly... on with the advert1sIng....
Well thrlIl seekers.. there I.!I no way [ can fully deacrlbe the Australian (made
and designed In Australta) I.Jght WIng Turbochute In the space avaI1able h5'e
80 [ won't even try. Bur If the Idea of a totally transportable. fully
pack-upable. utterly affordable foot launched powered parachu~ appea1a then
can UII for an tnformatfon pack or video NOW.
The deal 15 thIs... the tnformatlon packs are free but we charge for the vid.
What you do I.!I eend $15 (th18 Is non-refundable). We also send you a bill for
for the balance of the co.t of the 1/2 hour Ugbt WIng Turbochu~ video
(another $15. thI.s Includes postage) Bur If you send the video back wtth1n 14
days you dont have to pay the $15. Please copy the vtd. If you wish but send
It back and there 15 no further payment. ALSO... every information or vtd.
seekr:r goes Into our compet1t1on to win a bunch of Ugbt WIng stu1f
1nch.\dIng a F1yIng Jacket, a Ugbt wing bag etc. This will be drawn In
December.

FIrstly: To

Hand held
throttle

Send for an tnfo pack and / or a Video to Po box 89
Balllna 2478 or fax an application to 066 868343 or
call us on 066 868658 for a chat about the AustraHan
Ugbt Wing Turbochw. Ask for Howle. Dave. Wayne or
Rick (In that order). Naturally If your gomg past. can
In at the Ballina AIrport (top right comer NSW) and
ask for a demonstration.
18 Hp In the middle of your back I... thIs IIOrt of fun I.!I not for the faint hearted.
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Operations Manager's
Report
"An instructor can have no
more than one student
pilot under his supervision
in the air at anyone time."
I have spent most of the last month in the
office. As a result, the upgraded Theory Examinations have now been distributed and Instructor renewals have been processed. Current
HGFA Instructor Certificate holders will be
listed in October Skysailor.
Fatal Accident
Tragically, on July 15 a fatal accident occurred
involving two students under instruction . The
site being used was ideal for early soaring
flights, around 500' high with a smooth contour
and a 20 kt wind was blowing up the slope. The
student who was killed had been soaring fo r
around 20 minutes. His Instructor info rm ed him
that another student was launching and offered
him the choice of either staying in the air and
soaring with his friend or heading for the landing
paddock. The first student chose to stay in the
air. The Instructor, standing at launch, was in
radio contact with both pilots students as they
soared. The s urvivi ng pi Iot was vi rtuall y parked
into the wind with little ground speed, approximately two hundred feet above launch as
the other pilot crabbed toward him . The instructor anticipated that he would pass behind and
below the stationary glider and did notseea need
to give any avoidance instructions . The two

gliders collided a nd a loud noise was heard
which was possibly the cross bar of one glider
breaking. Later inspection showed the cross-bar
broken, leading edge bent, number three baton
broken and batons four and five also bent. The
glider stalled and spun to the ground whilst the
other pilot flew awa y unsca thed. The instructor
had conducted a thorough pre-flight examination of the glider including an inspection of the
cross-bars and there was no apparent damage
prior to launch. A coronial inquiry is now being
conducted and will hopefull y be able to shed
more light on the accident.
Both students had passed th e Novice theory
exa mination and were well briefed in the rul es
of the air. It seems that with the excitement of
the flight, the pilots either were not looking or
miscalcul ated the distance between them.
In light of this accide nt, the ques ti on must be
asked as to whether it is preferable to have two
students in th e ai r together. The euphoria of an
early soaring flight ca n lea d to students neglecting to maintain a lookout for ot her pilots. There
have been no specific HGFA reco mmendati ons
in this regard in the past, however in future it is
recommended that:
An instructor can have no more than one
student pilot under his supervision in the air
at anyone time.
It is unfortunate that it took a fatal acci dent for
this recommendat ion to be made, obvio usly
there was not seen to be a need for such a
requirement in the past.

New Zealand Visitors
Safety Officers please note that the informati on
, . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , I passed on regarding visiting New Zealand
pil ots was incorrect, NZ pilots are not InNew Products for 1993
sured
in Australia, though our insurance is
·01' Eagle Eyes· Flight glasses with UV
valid
over
there. Therefore visiting New
and blue blockout
Zealanders must join HGFA as short term
New TInts: Tint 3 (very light) , Tint 4 .5 (light) , members - sorry abo ut the misinformation.
Tint 5 .8 (The Original), and Tint 7 (dark)
Insurance
Lenses only: Fit to your favourite frames
You should all read Ki eran Tapsell's apPlain $80, Single vision $110, Bi-focal $130 praisa l of our Ins urance cover in Skysai lor. It
reinforces my recom mendati ons to Safety OfFramed: Wrap around (opaque or black)
ficers
to ens ure th a t all ha ng glider an d
safety frame, wire (silver or black)
paraglider
pil ots are HGFA members and
and plastic (black or white)
therefore
insured.
Our sites depe nd on it! Any
Plain $105, Single vision $145, Bi-focal $165
of you who have negoti ated with site owners
Electronic Tow Meters $185
would realise the strong li ability co ncerns
Ni-cad Car Charger (for all radios) $38
that the vast majority of land owners have in
o
ur country. Assurances thdt we are all inNorth Coast Aviation Pty Ltd
sured usually allay thei r concerns, and we
Denis Cummings
must endeavour to support these assurances
PO Box 741
by supervising our sites in this regard.

*

*

Byron Bay NSW 2481
Fax/Phone: 066 856287
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Rating Amnesty
The response to the amnesty to allow all

members to obtain a certificate is encouraging.
It has been decided to extend the amnesty peri od
to the end of the year. Pl ease note that this also
applies to endorsements such as Tugmaster and
Aerotow.
Legal Responsibility
Whi 1st tal lei ng about Pilot Certifi ca tes, Ki eran's
article points out that to be covered by ins urance
we must 'observe the statutory orders, regulations and directi ons'. As we are required to
operate in accordance with the Civil Aviation
Orders, it follows that we must hold a HGFA
issued Pilot Certificate. CAO 95.8 Sect.4.1
states: - A person shall not act as pilot in
command of a hang glider unless he/s he is the
holder of a pilot certilicate issued by the
Federation or is under the supervision of an
instructor approved by the Federation. PHG
pilots are required simi larly by CAOs 95 .10 and
95.32 to hold a Pil ot Certifi cate issued by either
the HGFA or AUF. It therefore follows - NO
CERTIFICATE (Rating) - NO INSURANCE!
PHG Certilicates/Endorsements
Although CM approval of the PHG Operations
Ma nual amendments has not yet been granted,
HGFA has already adopted several new req uirements as follows :
1. The number of ins tructional hours required
to obtain a Senior Pilot Instructor Certifi cate
has been increased from 25 to 50.
2. The hours req uired as Pilot-in-Command to
obta in a Tugmaster Endorsement have been
increased to 75 . The Tugmaster Endorsement ca n be issued by a ny PHG CFI who
him/herself holds a Tugmaster Endorsem ent
and a Ha ng Gliding Aerotow Endorsem ent.
Until HGFA is granted approva l to iss ue
Radi o Operator Endorsements (VHF), PIIG
pilots must sit an examinati on set by a General
Aviation CFI and forward docum entation to
s how a pass in such a n examina ti on signed by
the GA cn to the HGFA office (not CAA) and
we ca n then issue the Endorsement.
VHF Radio Licences
I have heard from some PHG pilots that they are
havi ng troubl e li censing their VHF radios. I
have spoken with th e Dept of Telecommunicati ons (now call ed Spectrum Managemen t Agency) and it seems that some regio nal offices were
not awa re that it is possible to lice nce these
radios without a GA Private Pilot Licence. To
clarify the sit uati on, the agency has notified a ll
th ei r regiona l offices tha t it is possible, in fact
necessary, for our PHG members to obtain a
'Aeronautical Mobile Station Licence' fo r their
VHF radi os (at a cost of $48) .
Paragliding
The arti cle in July Skysailor by Russ Krautz
rega rding his involuntary tandem flight ca rri es
a valid warning. A s imil ar occurrence in th e UK
led to an instructor (who a lso ended up hanging
below the pil ot he was assisting to ta ke-ofl)
falling to the ground a nd sustaining fatal injuries.

SKYSAILOR

If you require assistance to get off the ground
there is a strong possibility that you will not be
able to penetrate once airborne - if you are not
sure - forget it! Tomorrow is another day.
It appears from his articl e that Russ should
exercise more caution in regard to his flying.
From reports I have had of the run up to Port
Douglas it is hardly recommended for a first
flight on a hang glider. Old bold pilots and all
that stuff.

Deliberate Breach CAO 95.8
A report is just to hand of a hang glider pilot,
whilst holidaying in Cairns, deliberately flying
into Controlled Airspace and landing within
four kilometres of the international airport. He
had been advised by other pilots by radio that he
was entering restricted airspace but still
proceeded . The pilot has been identified and will
face disciplinary action. The sites in the area
have always been under pressure because of
their proximity to CTA and the locals have
always had to ensure that CT A is not
encroached. The careless actions of a visiting
pilot such as this idiot can only further threaten
the use of the Cairns sites and harm acceptance
of visiting pilots throughout Australia.
As I write this I am preparing to head north for
the Board meeting and Instructor Training
Course in S .E.Qld and then further north as far
as Cairns, so I'm looking forward to meeting all
you banana benders .
Fly safely, Craig Worth

+

Bastion Challenge
Invitation
Greetings Fellow Pilots
Following the success of last year's mini (only
8 pilots flying) competition, many of the local
business people are keen to see it become an
annual event.
Unlike last year, when we had only trophies to
offer, plus $300, which we donated to one of the
pilots who damaged a leading edge attempting
a spot landing, this year we are hoping for an
estimated $2000 in prize money.
It is worth remembering that the Challenge is
not a recognised HGFA event. The emphasis is
on having fun and improving flying skills in a
friendly atmosphere.

The rules are simple: each minute of airtime
recorded by each pilot during the VMC conditions between October 2,3 and 4, 1993 will be
recorded as 1 point.
There will be officials at the launch and landing areas to keep the system honest. Scores can
be supplemented by spot landing. A target will
be marked with points of25, 50, 75 and 100 for
the spot.
XC flights are allowed but it is the responsibility of the pilot to arrange for an official to
verify the flight.

No points will be awarded for XC distances
flown, beca use the local sponsors wish to keep
the action within the town area, hopefully as a
tourist drawcard.
The competition is open to pilots of all skill
levels. Please note that this is an inland site, and
thermal turbulence can be quite severe! We have
a 1200' takeoff site, with a concrete ramp which
is rated novice, overlooking a huge landingarea.
The ramp is not considered suitable for
paragliders.
Please note that all pilots must be financial
HGFA members.
If last year is anything to go by, this will be a
weekend not to be missed. If you are ready to
have a lot offun, and get into some HUGE inland
flying, contact me for further details. There will
be a $25 entry fee which will help to cover costs
and includes a Presentation Meal.
If you let me know early eno ugh, I will try to
arrange a package deal for accommodation etc.
Stay high,
Steve Prior, 63457
PO Box 660
Wyndham W A 6741
Ph: 091 611043 W, fax 091611279

+

Sky Cycles P/L Trike Sales & Training
Sole Australian Agent for Solarwings/Pegasus
Pegasus Quasar 2 35 to 70 mph (hands oft). The smooth performer now available is low noise 582.
Super quiet, super comfort, superb handling, a real treat.
NEW Pegasus Quantum combines economy of the "Q" model with comfort and cockpit ergonomics
of the Quasar. In flight trim to over 70 mph hands off. Phone for an information package on this world
beater.
Pegasus "Q " the performance and economy of the "Q" is well
known. Still winning the competitions that count.

Pegasus XL available in 462, low noise and 447. Also now in High
Power configuration with or without tug equipment. Flying schoo l
and recreational favo urite.

Cyclone Chaser S. The World Champion flexwing single seater.
Real economy and performance at a real low price.
We also have good used aircraft available.

nUItl'CD
l,;r-,,,
>C"" Ill'>-,'

Ph one for an information package on any of our trike products or arrange a test flight.
Don 't forget your IVO prop $600, or Communica intercom sets $1250. The best you can get.
For all the latest in trike products and training.

14 Northern Ave Moorabbin Airport Vic 3194

Ph: 03 587 5975, Fax: 03 587 5976
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Some Comments On The New
HGFA Insurance Policy
by Kieran Tapsell
The July edition of Skysailor provided a summary of the new HGFAliability policy. There is
no doubt that in a number of aspects the new
policy is an improvement on the old one, particularly in relation to dropping the previous
exclusion of participants. That exclusion had
meant that anyone injured in a mid air collision,
and any tandem passenger, would not be entitled
to gain the benefit of the liability insurance held
by the pilot at fault.
However, there are some conditions of the
policy which should be drawn to pilots attention.
Aerobatic Flying:
Exclusion 3.12(d) provides that the Insurance
Company will not be liable where the glider ...
"is being used for aerobatic flying, other .than
aerobatics as approved and permitted by the
aircraft manufacturers specifications and subject to the pilot having all necessary Hang Gliding Federation of Australia qualifications."
Hang glider manufacturers are, for obvious
reasons of their own potential liability, fairly
conservative in their aerobatic specifications .
Most manufacturers impose a limitof30degrees
nose upor down, and 60 degrees bank angle, left
or right to the bottom. It follows from this that
if you are doing a wing over of more than 60
degrees, "lose it", and crash into another glider,
or injure people on the ground, you will not be
covered by the policy.
Compllance with Air Navigation Laws.
Gause 6.5 of the Conditions provides :
"The insured shall duly observe the statutory
orders, regulations and directions relating to air
navigation for the time being in force."
Air Navigation laws covering all forms of
aircraft are very comprehensive. They are not

unlike the Traffic laws, where, if you cause an
accident, it is almost inevitable that you have
breached some Traffic law, such as going
through a red light, speeding, or even just plain
"negligent driving". Air Navigation Regulation
124 makes it an offence to fly negligently or
recklessly.
Civil Aviation Order 95.8(i) prohibits flying
at a height lower than loo'feetwithin a horizontal distanceof25 metres from persons other than
those associated with the operation of the hang
glider.
If you run into someone while landing on a
beach, it is inevitable that you have breached at
least 95.8(i), if not Regulation 124.

If Clause 6.5 of the Conditions was interpreted
literally there would be little point in having
liability insurance. Fortunately in a number of
cases involving similar clauses, the Courts have
applied a more common sense approach.
In one case in South Australia the pilot of a
light aircraft was flying below the required 500
feet in order to allow his passenger to take some
close up photos. The plane hit some power lines.
The Supreme Court said that engaging in a sustained course of low flying would be sufficient
to enable the insurance company to deny
liability. Likewise, if the activity can be

Ifia ____
At your Local
News-stand
Now
or:Send $30. for 12 month
subscription to:Pacific Ultralights monthly
#6-71 Gould Street
Frankston , Vic. 3199 .
Ph: (03) 781 1360
Fax: (03) 783 7398
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regarded as "reckless" rather than merely
negligent, the Company can refuse to pay.
The problem that hang gliders have is that they
have no power. If the weather conditions are
such that one has no choice but to breach the air
navigation Acts, the insurance company may
still have to pay up even though this might have
been a sustained course of action and even
deliberate. The reason for this is S.54(5) of the
Insurance Contracts Act. This provides:
(5) "Where(a) the act was necessary to protect the safety of
a person or to preserve property; or
(b) it was not reasonably possible for the insured or other person not to do the act, the
insurer may not refuse to pay the claim by
reason onl y of the act."
Section 54 also requires that before an Insurance Company can refuse a claim, there be
some causal connection between the breach of
the condition of the policy and the accident that
occurred. For example, a pilot may be breaching
the Civil Aviation Orders by flying above 5000
ft. in a place where there is no concession
beyond that height. He tumbles, and parachutes
into a mink farm whereupon the minks get such
a fright that they destroy themselves in a frenzy
of cannibalism (don't laugh, that actually happened in a case in Canada). There is no causal
connection between his flying above 5000 feet
and the accident that occurred. The tumbling
could just as easily have occurred below 5000
feet. Even though the pilot was in breach of the
CAO, S.54 would allow him to receive insurance indemnity.
Some concrete examples of where the insurance company would beable to deny liability
are as follows:
1. A pilot decides to "buzz the hill" and injures
spectators. Quite apart from recklessness,
this would be a deliberate breach of the air
navigation regulations. S.54(5) would not
assist because the pilot didn't have to buzz
the hill . Nor would it be regarded as a
"casual act of negligence" such as failing to
keep a proper lookout.
2. A pilot of a trike flies under 500 feet where
that is required by the regulations. He hits
some power lines and causes damage to
third parties. On the South Australian case,
the Company could refuse indemnity .
S.54(5) would only be of assistance if the
pilot had no choice but to fly under 500 ft
beca use of descendi ng cloud, or some other
legitimate reason.
For those frequenters of Stanwell Park and
other coastal sites where there are usually lots
of spectators, pilots who buzz the hill will not
be covered by Insurance. Any damage will have
to be paid foroutoftheir own pockets. Likewise
pilots who do wingovers beyond 60 degrees
will not be covered where they "lose it", and
cause damage to other pilOts or spectators . Persona l injuries to third parties are often very, very
expensive.

+
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· Wuffos
He promptly fell in
the bushes be/ow...
The fact that he
didn't suffer any
injuries Impressed
me ...

We all know them - they come in
all shapes, ages and sexes, from all
directions - as soon as they see your
flying machine. Less than two
years ago I was still one of them.
I will always remember my first
wuffo question: "Is it worth it to
jump from such a small cliff and
then walk up again?" It was at
Craigie Road and it was the first
time I saw a paraglider. The pilot
was Scott Beresford. He gave me
some briefing and stressed, that his
DREAM had brakes. It really fascinated me and I wanted to see it
tly (my next question was: "Can it
actually rise up?"). Scott - at that
stage he would have done anything
to get rid of that dog - deployed it
and launched right in the rotor. He
promptly fell in the bushes below ...
The fact th at he didn't suffer any
injuries impressed me enough.
After a month I actually persuaded
Scott to sell me that thing. Little did
I know that my 6 hours logged
under it later was probably a world
record at flying this controll ed
brick.
Now, after almost 300 flights, I
know all the usual questions by
heart. In fact, I have printed
pamphlets with answers to most of
them. When attacked, I simply
hand these out and use the extra
time to pack or launch . But let's
admit - quite often I enjoy talking
to wuffos. It depends on weather,
my mood (closely re lated), sex and
age of the subject and if my wife is
present (even more closely related).
I tind it really chall enging. Some
of these questions are very tri cky.
As a matter of politeness they
shou ld be answered - at the same
token you have to be ca reful your
answers don't take the form of in-
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structions. At one stage I was competing with Kate, who fo und a better answer to the question: "Can
you take me with you up there?"
And we invented some really
repellent ones ... For the peace of
Paragliding Committee's mind, all
of them started with a standard formula "Only a qualified instructor
or advanced pilot with a tandem
endorsement and approved equipment .. ... "
There are even times, after long,
lonely flights when a wuffo is most
welcome. You are just bursting to
share you r emotions!
So, I was on a landing approach
after one of these (tlights). There
was a man, undoubtedly waiting
for me; for a long time. I was sure
he wanted to talk! I mentally
rehearsed the obligatory answers
all the way. Touch down. The man
walked towards me, lifted the leading edge of my Excel a nd gave the
material a few strong jerks (after
all, members of Skyhigh Paragliding do it all the time). Then he
turned towards me: "Do they tear?"
"Well. .. er. .. sometimes ... " "Can't
they make it from something what
doesn't tear?" muttered the man ...
and strode away. What a bummer!
I'm obvio usly used to people
who refer to my beloved aeroplane
as a parachute. But itcan get worse.
I was doing a pre-fl ight check on a
new glider - just the canopy on the
lawn, no helmet o r harness in sight.
Two men were watching me intently for some time, before asking the
first question: "Is it by···· or
####?" (two brands I've never
heard before) "No, I do not even
know these ... " "It is big, isn't it?"
rema rked the second one. "Not
really, this is the sma llest size, only
26 m sq ... " "26 m sq!" Exclaimed
both the men in unison. "You can't
tly it alone in this wind (it was
about 12 kt); do yo u need our
help?" "Well, normally I tly the
bigger one, 28 m sq, so no
problems ... " answered I, slightly
puzzled by now. They looked at
each other, very worried indeed,
a nd walked away. Only, when I
saw th em some half an hour later,
all fell in place. They were tlying a
big kite .. .
JerryStipek

+

DEMO
DAYS
Drew Cooper and the Moyes Dragonfly
Aero Tow Team will be coming soon
to a location near you!
4-5 SEPTEMBER
RICHARD NEVINS, GOLD COAST OLD PH: AH: 075 32 4874

18-19 SEPTEMBER
DON ROITMAN, CANARGO, VIC.
PH: AH: 03 525 2834
25-26 SEPTEMBER
GREG SMITH, NEWCASTLE, NSW
PH: AH: 049 49 8023
TEL: 018494377

Steve Moyes will be coming to Stanwell
Park for you to test fly the World
Champions hip Xtralite.
2-3 OCTOBER
CHRIS BOYCE, STANWELL PARK, NSW TEL: 042942545

CLUB MEETINGS
XTRALITE DISPLAY
7 SEPTEMBER
NORTHERN BEACHES CLUB
13 SEPTEMBER
SYDNEY CLUB
29 SEPTEMBER
NEWCASTLE CLUB
3 OCTOBER
STANWELL PARK CLUB
For further information contact
your local dealer or the factory:

MOYES DELTA GLIDERS PTY LTD
173 BRONTE RD, WAVERLEY 2024

TEL: (02) 387 5622 • FAX: (02) 3874472
15

Greg Jeffery at Stanwell Park testing if his EXCEL flies the way
it's advertised ...
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The following article was originally
published in ''Aerokurier'', a German
Gliding Magazine and reprinted in a
Swiss Hang Gliding Magazine. Although written with Sailplanes in mind
it is also very relevant to Hang Gliding.
Translation to English from German
by Marlise Eicher.
The following is a paper presented by
the 1989 World Champion Bruno Gantenbrink at the German "Segelfliegertag" (a meeting of top pilots and
officials) and presents a quite radical
view of safety in fly ing Sailplanes.
"I am supposed to talk to you about safety
today. What do we expect from a speech at a
celebration? Something nice, something positiveand certainly nothing that would disturb that
image. Well from this point of view my speech
is not suitable for today. But what positive and
nice things can one say about safety? With my
paper today I want to shock you, provoke you,
or at least make you stop and think!
Let's describe Gliding and everything about it
in one big book. In my opinion itwould contain
four chapters. The first chapter could look at the
freedom of Gliding, the next the possibilities of
Gliding and a third could concern the skills
involved in how to fly a sailplane. The fourth
chapter's title would be Safety, How To Survive Flying Sailplanes. The four chapters
would have to be evenl y balanced. The balance,
however, does not exist. This careless approach
to safety in flying brings me to the conclusion
that we have a problem with safety.
Some of you may think I am exaggerating;
he's here to talk about safety so obviously he's
going to blow it out of proportion a bit. We all
know that nothing in the world is totally safe and
so flying sailplanes is not totally safe either.
One statistic we all know is that the most
dangerous part of gliding is the drive to the
airport. Everyone of us has heard this sentence
and some of us have probably used it ourselves.
If this statement was true, even only partly, then
we would not have a problem with safety in
flying .
I could stop my speech right here, however, it
is worthwhile to analyse this statement and
check if it is really true. For this analysis I will
not use common statistics like accidents per
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1000 takeoffs or fatalities per 1000 hours airtime. These statistics don't mean very much at
all. How many fatalities in 100,000 takeoffs are
acceptable? Numbers like this will not shock us
enough.

I Don't get lost. The new ICOM GP 22 satellite navigation system is
I here! Pocket size, easy to use,
I great for hang gliding, paraglid• ing, triking, bush-walking, etc !
I FROM ONLY $1550.00

I

•
••
••
•
•
•
•

•
I

1

•
Let's analyse the statement "The most I HALL ASI 5
I
•
dangerous part of gliding is the drive to the
airport" using some personal statistics of mine. • The world famous sliding disk air- •
I made three lists:
1. All the names of friends I have lost through
a Gliding accident.
2. All the names of friends I have lost in a car
accident on the way to the airport.
3. All the names of friends I have lost in any
car accident.

I speed indicator. Comes with free •
cover bag. Vey accurate and bud- •
• get priced. Post only $4.00.
I Small Hall 0-30mph
$ 29 •
• Hall 0-55mph or 0-80mph $:34.
Paraglider bracket
$ 9 •
• Hang glider bracket
$14
I
I
I SPACE PENS!
•

Briefly, list number one contained 30 names,
list number two no names and, quite surprisingly, list number three also contained no names at • The amazing Fisher space pens, •
all. I haven't lost any friends in a car accident. I designed and used on the Apollo I
I and Soyuz space mis~ions. Will.

To make it quite clear, we have lost, in the last
20 years, 3 World Champions out of 30 and, in
the last 10 years, 3 German Champions out of
less than 30. Shocking figures! This makes
your chances about 10% of becoming one of
the fatalities! My personal statistics rate flying
a sailplane at least 30 TIMES more dangerous
than driving a car and possibly 1000 TIMES
more dangerous than driving to the airport.

write under water, upSide down,
• over slippery surfaces and just .
• great on paper! Nitrogen powered .
cartridge guaranteed to last 12 •
I months. The pen itself is guaranI teed by the manufacturers for'
I your lifetime! Pilots deserve a •
good pen, one that will work every- •
• time. Great for Christmas or buy
I yourself one right now!
I
I Two types ..
•
BULLET
$ :39.00
• ASTRONAUT
$ 49.00

•

•
••

Of course not all gliding has the same risk.
• BIG KIDZ BIZ ...
Learning to fly a sailplane is relatively safe.
According to my knowledge, training has the I Multi-colour Helicopter Baseball'
lowest fatality rate. Cross country flying poses
• Caps (with a spinning propeller on •
more of a risk and competition is more
I
• the top) on Iy $27.00 ea
dangerous again. Even so it does not change the
facts. Training occurs only for a limited time in
I Aerobatic model Hyper Gliders '
a pilot's career and more and more of these pilots
• (i nvented by an ultralight pilot) •
progress to cross country and competition
I only $8.00 each.
I
flying.

I
Looking again at the statement that the "most I
Order by phone with your credit card.
dangerous part of gliding is the trip to the air- • Bankcard. MaBtercard,ViBa card all OK. •
port", it occurs to me that it is the most ignorant I
GP-22 tax exempt if for aircraft UBe.
•
and stupid remark I have ever heard! Flying
•
sailplanes is bloody dangerous! It is more I
ULTRALIGHT
FLYING
MACHINES
I
dangerous than anything else I do. So, why don't I
SUNBURY AIRFIELD
I give it up? A good question . I don't give up I
SUNBURY, VIC, 3429
I
flying sailplanes because it gives me more I
(03) 431-2131, (03) 744-1305
pleasure and enjoyment than anything else I
could imagine as an alternative.
..

•
----_
..
--- --

However, I do not believe that flying a
sailplane, by its nature, has to be dangerous and
this is my main reason for presenting this paper.
It would be much less dangerous if we were
more aware of the risks involved and behaved
accordingly. My hope, as an individual, is that I
can beatthese statistics. Irgliding were, for me,
as dangerous as these statistics, I would give
the sport up Immediately.
Nearly all of the friends I have lost in Gliding
died through human error. Often silly mistakes
or a simple carelessness that had fatal results.
They are dead because in a crucial moment
other things were more important than safety
in flying.
To make gliding safer it is not enough to put
up a few token safeguards. The basic attitude
needs to be changed. If someone takes
up the sport with the perception that "the
most dangerous part of gliding is the
drive to the airport", then they will be
unaware of the potential risks involved.
Ignorance kills any safety consciousness. The general attitude has always
been to play down the risks. Even
though, deep inside, we feel the risk is
there, we don't like to talk about it.

sciousness. They did not think at all. How much
more sensible it would have been for them to
have climbed to about 5000' and then spread out
while they waited for the gate to open.
plementation of safety Is up to all of us. WE
must be the ones to recognise potential danger
and improve safety. WE are the ones who must
change our attitudes. I want to underline this
with two examples:
I was flying at the 1990 German Gliding
Championships at Buckenburg. On this particular day there were two start requirements.
The Open Class start gate had unlimited altitude
with pilots using data-back cameras and the
Standards and Racers had a start line with a
3000' maximum altitude limit.

,
f

Why is the realistic judgement of risk
so important? Because it influences our
strategy to avoid danger. We know nothing is without risks. Even if we stayed in

This second example occurs at nearly every
competition where different classes have tasks
which are the same or overlap at some point.
This results in very big gaggles . It would be easy
to avoid this by sending different classes on
different tasks thus keeping them away from
each other. Even if the class were to encounter
a weather related disadvantage it would not affect the scoring as classes only compete within
themselves . In my opinion, the dangers of big
gaggle flying in competitions is badly underestimated.
I would now like to talk about positive approaches to safety.
Last summer I competed in the US
Nationals and there they did something
quite astonishing. Every morning at
the briefing they had a safety talk.
The day before one of the competitors
was encouraged to talk about safety at
the next day's briefing. It was a very
positive contribution towards thesafety
of the competition.
I am not an apostle of safety. I too
have shortcomings and twenty years
ago I survived an accident that, under

Ai

normal circumstances would have been

bed, we can imagine incredible
fatal. The fact that I survived was due
scenarios that could kill us.
Steve Harris waiting to be towed .up by Bill
t dea I 0 f Iuc.
k Th e sor t
. Moyes, Inglewood pure I
y 0t
a grea
Therearetwotypesofrisks.Oneisthe
photo byChrts Collter
of luck that only comes once in a
basic risk of being alive and the other
lifetime. Ever since then I have tried to
On a hot day, close to the Wiehen Ranges, we
concerns the really dangerous bits. We react
be very careful and I believe that I am better than
got through the inversion to about 6000 '. This
then became the start line for the Open Class
average at doing so. If I did not believe this I
differently to these two different groups of
dangers.
since, understandably, they wanted to start their
would give up gliding immediately as the
task as high as possible. Already this was
responsibility for my family, my business and
Take the basic risk of every day life. We all
know that every year a number of people get
dangerous enough with 35 gliders from Open
myselfwouldrequireit.Mycompetitionfriends
killed by falling trees yet we still walk through
Class circling in one thermal. Anyone who has
know that there are certain things I will not do.
forests without fear of being hit by one. Basic
flown at the top of a thermal on a blue day will
I remember a situation at the 1985 World
risks of everyday life do not require any special
understand what it was like. With one circle in
Championships in Italy . Klaus Holtinghaus and
care as one can assume that nothing will happen
lift and the next in sink, it was extremely turmyself were in trouble. Klaus, slightly higher
as these accidents are extremely rare.
bulent and the gliders constantly reshuffled at
than I, flew in lightrain and turbulent conditions
toward a pass. As we could not work out the
Now take the really dangerous things . They
the top of the thermal. To find 35 Open Class
gliders up there was understandable as being the
actual wi nd direction we could have just as
require special care and a strategy is required
that does not rely on luck. There is no room for
highest was an advantage. But what the 80
easily been flying into lee rotors. Our height
Standards and Racers did up there I will never
above the terrai n was no more than 200' and we
the attitude "It won't happen to me, it will happen to someone else" . This strategy has to recogunderstand. They sat up at 6000' until the gate
still had 1-2 km to fly to reach the topofthe pass .
nise danger in advance and reduce it to a
opened 3000' below them. They then dived with
Even though it appeared possible to fly through,
minimal and acceptable level. In our sport it is
full brakes at 200 kph to get down to the start
Klaus was nearly through already, I turned back
necessary to have such a strategy because this
gate as quickly as possible.
into the bad weather. At this moment I gave
typeofrisk is quite common. The riskofhaving
Something was drastically wrong with the ataway any serious chance of winning the World
an accident in a sailplane is unacceptably
titude of these pilot that they struggled so hard
Championship title but I never regretted it! The
high and special care is required to survive
to climb right to the very topofthe thermal. They
flight over the pass may have been possible this sport. Gliding is not in the category of the
were exposing themselves to the dangers of
99% even. K1aus,a little higher, made it through.
basic risks of life.
flying in a big gaggle in extremely turbulent
But there was no margin for error and the pass
Often I get the impression that the risks of
conditions and it was not even to their adwas totally unlandable!
I am prepared to take risks and I will even
gliding are accepted as unavoidable daily risks
vantage! On the contrary, they were actually
of life and the statement comparing gliding to
disadvantaged as they had a relatively long glide
accept the higher risks of competition flying.
the drive to the airport only compounds this . We
to the start gate altitude. Notonly did these pilots
This may seem contradictory given everything I
underrate the danger. For safety we have experts
take extra risks but they also disadvantaged
have said but it is all a matter of degree. If I
and Safety Officers but all they can do is give us
themselves.
decided not to take any risks then I would give
information and recommendations. The imI would describe this as a lack of safety conup gliding altogether as gliding is definitely
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more dangerous than not gliding. But since I am
prepared to fly a glider, why not fly one in a
competition?

1993 Paragliding
World
Championships

The most important thing is to constantly
weigh up the risk we are about to take. We must
ask ourselves - how high is the risk, can I accept
that level and how can I reduce it? Once we
accept that gliding is dangerous then we can
begin to analyse it and reduce its risks.
So, what can we do? Everyone of us must
develop their own strategy for safety.
The simplest way to start is to eliminate any
risks that are unnecessary as we cannot gain
anything from them. Flying in a gaggle for no
reason is plain stupidity a nd we a ll do stupid
things too ollen.
We have to be aware of the risks we are about
to take and think of ways to keep them as low as
possible. We must set limits that we will not
step over.
Weshould always bea bit frightened or at least
concerned. Someone with no concern for their
safety will ignore simple things that can lead to
disaster.
Havinga safety strategy makes us awareofthe
risks in our sport and provides us with a method
of dealing with them. This is far better than
hoping thatwe have more luck than a friend who
got caught."
Bruno Gantenbrink

+

by Annelies Norland

Verbier, Switzerland is a stunning village of
picturesque wooden cha lets surrounded by 4000
m snow-covered mountains and deep green valleys. Though visually breath-taking, this can
lead to some radical flying conditions and there
were a number of reserves deployed, quite a few
tree landings and a couple of mid-airs during the
compo
In a competition beset with organisational difficulties, 120 pilots represented 30 competing
nations, with the top eight countries being allowed teams of7 (5 men, 2 women) and the rest
only allowed 4 per team (3 men, 1 woman) .
Most tasks were races to goal of around 30-40
km and by the cut (after 4 valid tasks) Australia
was 8th. We dropped a couple of places in the
second week and finished overall 10th (after 7
valid tasks).
Ind ividual Placings
Hans Bollinger
1
2
Ernst Strobl

Sui
Ger

6582
5885

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
53
69

John Pendry
Christian Tamegger
Patrick Berod
Camilla Perner
Richard Gallon
Richard Berkmann
Didier Exiga
Eric Vonlanthen
Simon Nighy
Cameron Young
Rob Schroettner
Ron McKenzie

Team Placings
Switzerland
1
Austria
2
England
3
4
France
5
Germany
6
Italy
7
South Africa
Korea
8
9
Japan
Australia
10

GBr
Aut
Fra
Aut
Fra
Ger
Fra
Sui
NewZ
Aus
Aus
Aus

5823
5822
5783
5711
5527
5470
5462
5427
5386
5381
3970
3192

18643
17838
17806
17758
17221
14546
13722
12895
12572
12543

FASCINATION OF
OUR NEW LINE
ALTO VARIO BASIS
• Altimeter up to 5500 m (17500 tt) • Vario
analog/ digital. Audio - ASI system
• Memo for 5 flights
ALTO VARIO CLASSICI
ALTO VARIO COMPETITION
• Easy to use with audio feedback keyboard
• Altimeter up to 10000 m (30000 tt) • Audio - ASI system • Nomonal flight calculator
• TEK • Temperature indication • Speed
• 2 clocks • Memo for 25 flights
Additional flight recorder at COMPETITION
• Resolution 1 m (3tt) upto6000m (18000tt)
• Scan rate variable • 25 fl ights storable
max. 70 h • Speed values storable
• Parallel (Centronics) and serial (RS 232)
connector for printout

A ustralian Dist r ibu tor:
12/30 K alaroo Rd , Redhead NSW 2290, Tel: 049499 199, Fax: 049499395
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New Publication
Vol Passion to be published every three
months, starting from September, is the news
bulletin of the French Hang Gliding and
Paragliding Federation (FFVL). This 4 page
glossy newspaper-format gives an idea of hang
gliding and paragliding in France as seen
through the eyes of the Federation.
Stephane Malbos, Editor, 2 Rue Du Neron,
38120 St Egreve, France.

Overseas Results
Winner of the 1993 Sandia Classic was Kari
Castle with a score of 6491 points out of a
possible 7000, making it the first time a woman
had won a major hang gliding competition.
Larry Tudor placed second with 6437 points
while Nelson Howe flew to third place with
6423 points.

1994 Women's World Championships
The competition will be conducted at Chelan
in the state of Washington, USA from July 5 to
161994 with the 5th and 6th bei ng practice days
and Opening Ceremony. The 16th isa non-competition day reserved for closing ceremonies.

(I

(I

transportation to launch and retrieval during the
competition, transportation of gliders from Seattle airport to Chelan and a pilot shuttle from
Wenatchee to Chelan. Social events such as a
dinner cruise on Lake Chelan are also on the
agenda. Accommodation is not included in the
entry fee.
For more information contact the meet organisers Dan Uchytil (206 4400998 or Larry
Majchrzak on (509) 6823479.

New Release
Space Pens are here!
The ideal pilot pen has been a long time coming.
A pen designed for use in outer space is now
being produced for pilots who fly a little closer
to the earth.
The Fisher Space pen was designed for use in
the gravity free void of space and was used
during both Apollo and Shuttle flights (including the moon flights). The Fisher space pen was
also purchased by the Russian Government for
use by the Cosmonauts on Soyuz flights. These
Space pens will write underwater, upside down
or right-side up - it's an amazing pen!

The secret of the Space pen is its nitrogen
powered ink cartridge. A thixotropic link is used
that becomes a smooth, easy flowing liquid
The entry fee of $675 per pilot includes all
when its long chain
polymer bonds are
sheared by the revolving
ball. Each refill is guaranteed to last J 2 months.
The closest Hang Gliding School to the Victorian
The pen itself is also a
metropolitan areas.
robust unit, made from
brass, and chrome plated,
We offer a full range of services , including;
each pen is guaranteed by
.:. Novice Certificate Courses
the manufacturer for the
life-time of the owner!
.:. Introductory Courses

~ J)J~''Jll"lf} liZlfllll'
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.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.

Tandem Instructional Flights
Towing Endorsements
Introduction to XC Flying Tours
Equipment Hire

We sell new and used gliders , spare parts
and accessories for;

iii:: FlYTEC:::iiiiii

o
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We accept Novice and Intermediate gliders
as trade-ins .
Contact - Rohan & Sandra Holtkamp
Phone (053) 49 2845
RMB 236B, Western Highway, Trawalla 3373
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There are two types of
space pens, one is call ed
the Astronaut pen that
looks like a conventional
push button roll erball
pen, the other is called the
"Bullet" space pen and
it's shaped like a very
streamlined projectile.
Space pens come in an
attractive presentation
case and cost between
$39 and $49 each. Both
pens are available from
Ultralight
Flying
Machines on 03 4312131.

New Products
Tony Armstrong has
returned from ove rseas
with some goodies ...

Performan ce Flying,

Denis Pagen's book for intermediate and advanced pilots. Over 300 pages offering the
'tricks of the trade' from legends such as Pendry,
Arai, Lee, Newland, Leden and more!

Full face helmet - Lambie Lid
This is the famous Jack Lambie's new design .
It's aerodynamic, weighs 17 ounces and is made
from kevlar, and lined with 'Confoam' the
memory foam that adjusts itself to pressure.
What price do you put on your head?
New Reserve rescue system for professional
Tandem pilots. This is THE parachute used by
all USA professional tandem pilots. 24 Gore
PDA, 340 sq feet and tested to 450 Ibs. A must
for tandem pilots under the new Operations
Manual.
All the above are available from Active Air
Sports, phone 042 942999 or 942584.

New Glider
The Blade is the latest high performance hang
glider from AirBorne Windsports. It is the culmination of detailed research and development
of flexible wing airfoils.
The Blade utilises Defined Flex Technology
which has bee n developed by AirBorne to control leading edge flex during varying in-flight
loads. The new composite rear leading edge is
of a tapered construction which has been
designed to vent gust loads in turbulence whilst
maintaining stiffness in th e lateral direction.
Pilot feedback suggests a vast improvement in
pitch "feel" and a reduction in roll pressures
whilst flying in turbulence.
The leading edge is constructed from 57 mm
aluminium front lea ding edge with a composite
rear leading edge tapering from 54 mm to 30 mm
at the tip. The result is a very tight sail through
the centre and mid span region, with controlled
flexibility in the tip region . The BI"de's composite flexible tip "lIows rapid changes in tip
washout whi ch gives a much smoother control
bar feel. The tapered rear effectively makes the
wing much stronger as gust loads are "vented "
at the tip.
The rear leading edge is constructed from a 2
mm thick semi uni-directional woven fibreglass
fabric in a thermosetting phenolic resin matrix .
It has excellent impact resistance and all vehicle
and static load tests have proven that the leading
edge is extremely strong.
Both the 141 and 153 Blade have passed and
exceeded all United States I-lang G lid er
Manufacturers Association (USHGMA) load
and pitch tests. Both gliders were tested well
beyond industry standard vehicle load tests
without any permanent airframe deformation.
Other feat ures of the Blade include a raised
pilotsuspension point and an internally compensated luff line system with a 2:1 mechanical
reduction.
The raised suspension poi nt has been design ed
in conjunction with a new airfo il to increase rol l
rate and reduce pitch pressure at higher speeds .

SKYSAILOR

The suspension system incorporates the back up
loopasonetidyunitwith maximum strength and
minimum drag.
The new lufflinecompensatiun system allows
the luff lines to be adjusted more precisely for
varying trailing edge twist during va ri able
geometry operation. The compensator system is
permanently attached and the reduction system
is cleverly mounted inside the king post. Easy
set up and tight fore and aft rigging are also a
feature of the new system.
The Blade maintains all the quick set-up features which have become a trademark of AirBorne hang gliders. It can, as with all AirBorne
gliders, be assembled flat or on the control
frame.
SPECIFICATIONS
Sai I Area metre
Wing Span meter
Aspect Ratio
Double Surface %
Battens
Glider Weight kg
Assembly Time min
Pilot Weight Range kg

Blade 141 Blade 153
13.12
14.23
9.71
10.12
7.20
7.20
82
82
29
31
33
35
7
7
55-80
70-95

1994 Prime Ministerial Women and
Sport Awards
The Awa rds scheme recognises exemplary effor ts made by groups and organisations in
providing special opportunities and support to
encourage greater involvement of women and
girls in all aspects of sport including participation, coaching, admi ni stration and officiating.
Nominations for the 1994 Awards are invited
from schools, universities, communi ty groups,
and sporting organisations. Corporate bodies
and media networks which have demonstrated
s upport of women in sport are also asked to
nominate. A special category is included to
recognise programs which cater for women with
special needs.
The Awards, now in their third year, were
established as an international Women's Day
initiative in 1991 to demonstrate the Federa l
Government's commitment to improving the
participation levels and status of women and
girls in sport. The Awards are administered by
the Women and Sport Unit, with support from
Mobi l Oil Australia and New Idea magazine.
Award nominations and Scholarship applications fort he 1994 Prime Ministerial Women and
Sport Awards must be received by the Awa rds
Officer by 5th November 1993.
Prizes include a National Gold Award with
$5000 cash prize, six Silver Awards with $2000
cash prizes and merit certificate. awa rds.
For further information, nomination and application forms please contact:
Awards Officer, W omen a nd Sport Unit,
Australian Sports Commission, PO Box 176,
Belconnen ACT 2616, phone 062521720 or 06
2521522.

+
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The delayed, but finally complete abridged
92-93 Rainbow Beach Christmas Competition
report, brought to you by the Sunshine Coast
Hang Gliding Club
Spending a week at Rainbow Beach,just north
of Noosa Heads in the Great Sandy Region,
without the holiday trappings of beach cafes,
nightclubs and exotic restaurants, provides a
wo nderful sense of removal from therigours and
anxieties of day-to-day living. Situated below
the southern tip of Fraser Island, north of Noosa
and surrounded by the Ca loola National Park,
Rainbow Beach offers a valued break from
routine existence. Feeling somewhat likea frontier town, with a one-pub main street and overrun by four wheel drives, Rainbow Beach is a
prime location for fishing, beach lounging and
hang gliding. There's no doubt that Rainbow
Beach and the Teewah Coast offers some of the
most scenic and satisfying coastal flying in
Australia, as well as holiday environment in
which to fully enjoy it.
Once again, the Rainbow Beach competition
Fly-in was conducted between 27th and 31st
December 1992,attractinga healthy registration
of60 pilots, with good representation in each of
the three categories. It was encouraging to see
many new faces this year especiall y those in the
novice category, where the competition proved
fierce. It was also satisfyi ng to catch up with
those dedicated campaigners who return each
year, such as Nev Akers, John Fielder, Gary
Allen and Greg Newnham, to name a few.
Thanks to Paul and Deb Mollison and family
who braved the trip to warmer climes to bea part
of the competition and unfurl the Airborne banner in the region .

This year suspect forecasting and dubious si te
selection meant ideal co nditions weren't
achieved to maximise scoring tasks. However,
over the 4 days enough tasks were achieved to
identify the real contenders for the glamorous
trophies in each of the categories. As always the
competi tion proved intense des pi te the projected
happy-go-lucky, socia l get-together nature of
the competition fly-in. After a hard day's flying,
the social tent back at the Rainbow Waters Park,
offered a relaxed and convivial location for a
BBQ and a few drinks, surrounded by ample talk
of flying, past and present.
For those who stayed on after the competition,
there was the added bonus to enjoy two excellent
days flying at Mt Widgee, west of Gympie
which saw many flyers enjoying some good XC
distances. Ted McCord, king of Wid gee, put in
his usual consistent performance to fI y over the
back and cover a distance of75 kilometres, ably
and patiently followed by Jan in the Jackaroo.
Back at the beach Dave Cookman and the Sunshine Coast Club winch provided the opportunity for a number of pilots to enjoy their first
payout winch tows, allowing soaring at the
scenic Double Island Point bowl, not usually
accessible to flying.
Day 1 saw a healthy turnout, ready to take full
advantage of what was looking like a perfect
flying day and beginning to the flyin. Competition organiser Dave Cookman and launch director Alf Carter addressed the amassed hoard,
gave them a quick ear-bashing on the do's and
don'ts of the occasion and sent them on their
way to the awaiting heat of the famous Carlo
Blow. Upon arrival in the Blow the day's tasks
were set; these included a speed run, spot land-

OPTICS
DARWIN WAS RIGHT!
The process of evolution continues
Ez-eyes, an evolutionary step forward in the science of optics. Three distinct
shapes and seven frame colours, never before have you had such choice.
They're not just good to look out of .. . they're also good to look at. But don't think
your safety is compromised . Ez.eyes are made from space age polycarbonate
that doesn't fade or shatter. Ez-eyes let you see what the others think they can!!!
Join the ranks of those who have made the choice.

Contact Future Wings Flight Gear
PO Box 22, Bulli NSW 2516

042674570
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ing and LD run towards Inskip Point.
In the Advanced Category the main contenders established themselves early and it was
evident that there was some fierce competition
simmering under the outward display of good
humour. Kurt Savage, Alan Goldsworthy, Tony
Giammichele, Nick Gahan, Paul Carter, Dean
Hone and Greg Newnham threw the gauntlet
down to one another. Alan Goldsworthy wi th his
established local knowledge, took both the spot
landing and the LD run whilst Kurt Savage in
his zebra clothed Combat II blasted his way
around the speed run.
In the Intermediate category likewise saw the
beginning of a battle with some excellent performances by Matthew Savage, Steve Chesters,
Steve Gemmell, Wes Smith and Carlo Lane.
Carlo Lane proved too good in the spot landing
and Matthew Savage, like his brother set the
pace in the speed run in his Combat I.

breviated task for the
Novice pilot. A bottom
landing task was completed with a beach packup before returning to the
courtesy tent. On the way
Tony Giammichele undertookwith the aid of untold sympathisers to
question whether there
was a worse scenario than
'trying to find a needle in
a haystack' by trying to
find 'a contact lens in a
carpark' .

The third day found an
The field waits for the task to be set in Carlo Blow
eager contingent ready to
undertake the scenic, but sometimes arduous
indulgence of some in extra-curricula activities,
left the remaining competitors a little on the
Freshwater track which winds its way across to
the Teewah coastline, that faces east-south-east.
fatigued side. During the course of the day the
south-easterly intensified and despite efforts to
The amassed convoy took time out along the
The Novice category proved to be the most
conduct some tasks in the Blow for the Adway to indulge in a refreshing swim at Freshclosely contended category with strong initial
vanced pilots the day ended with another spot
water Lake before heading south along the experformances by Sean
landing to the beach below. The day allowed
Bournes, David TrewarWaiting for the wind to strengthen
final scores,to be calculated in all categories and
tha, Peter Beard, Graeme
although the number of scoring tasks had not
Smith, Brian
been as forthcoming as previous years, the enGilby, Ian Edmunds
thusiasm and strength of participation was there
and Gary Allen. Gilby
as always. Presentation night greeted all with a
judged the spot best and
bountiful BBQ before the glitter of trophy
the speed run was tied bepresentations began for those who had shown
tween Ian Edmunds and
perseverance, skill and fortitude.
Graeme Smith.
Overall Results
The second day of the
competition proved uncooperative as the breeze
strayed too far to the north
for comfortable flying.
However, early in the day
a number of tasks were
undertaken and fI yers
embraced the opportunity of competition with
real intensity. Although a speed run with associated spot landing was undertaken for the
Advanced and Intermediate categories, the
deteriorating conditions only allowed an ab-

Advanced
1
Kurt Savage
2
Tony Giammichele
3
Alan Goldsworthy

pansive beach to the Teewah ramp takeoff. Conditions upon arrival saw the optimists doubting,
but as the afternoon progressed, conditions improved marginally allowing a free fly . The day's
competitive activities being adjourned to the
next day. The afternoon
The winners, L-R: Peter Roberts, Alan Goldsworthy, Kurt
saw a number of pilots
Savage, Trishia for Sean Bournes, Tony Giammichele, Matt braving the ramp takeoff
Savate, 'M urray Charters (back), Peter Beard, David Trewartha whilst others elected to
tow off the beach to improve their chances of not
bombing out. Despite the
unsympathetic conditions
a number of pilots
managed to stay aloft
heading off towards
Double Island Point with
some good tree ski mming
distances of 20 kms or
more being made.
Day four proved the
final day and despite conditions being more conducive to Teewah, the
previous day's trip and the
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Intemlediate
1
Matthew Savage
2
Steve Chesters

3

Combat II

XS
XS
Combat I
Blitz

Wes Smith

Foil 160B

Novice
1
David Trewartha
Sean Boumes
2
3
Peter Beard

Sting 154
Sting 154

XT

Other Awards
Most Improved Pilot (Encouragement Award) Peter Roberts
Most Sporting Pilot - Murray Charters
Special thanks to:
Jeannie Cookman for all her money raising raffles and catering work
All those who volunteered to score and help
make the occasion a success
Our sponsors:
Northcoast Nissan, Gympie; John Madill
Toyota , Gympie; Airborne Windsports;
Enterprise Wings; The Mikado Motor Inn;
Gazebo Gardens Resort Motel; Rainbow Waters
Ca ravan Park; Rainbow Beach Caravan Park;
Rainbow Meats; Parker Air Taxi; Rainbow
Beach Ice and Bait; Rainbow Supermarket
'Mamas'; Castlemaine Perkins; and Rainbow
Beach Hotel.

+
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High Adventure
Cross Country & Advanced Soaring Skills
8 day Tour for Hang and Paragliding
Dates:

13th November - 20th November 1993

Flying Area

Manilla - Lake Keepit
Black soil plains of Quirindi
Cotton plains of Wee Waa

High Adventure Tour Equipment
1 x 4WD Landcruiser
2 x 15 seater bus + trailers
1 x double drum Hydraulic Static Winch
1 x payout Hydraulic Winch
2 x Aero Tugs
Experience second to none in X-Country tours in Australia. Recently
completed 10 weeks of X-Country tours with Japan's 3 largest hang and
paragliding schools
Tour Guides

Lee Scott with 15 years flying experience. CFI for hang gliding and
motorised gliding and also paraglider pilot.
Charly Fellay, one of Australia's most experienced paragliding instructors.
Shane Moore with 15 years flying experience. CFI for trikes, hang gliding
instructor and paraglider pilot.

Requirements

Maximum number of pilots - 15
1. Must be financial HGFA member
2. Vario & altimeter
3. Parachute
4. Pilot rating: Novice - Advanced
5. UHF radio
6. Tow endorsement
7. Suitable tow release for our winches and aero tug
8. DESIRE TO OBTAIN YOUR BEST AND HAVE FUN

Cost - $990.00 includes:1. The day's towing
2. Personal instruction
3. 8 days, & 7 nights accommodation
5. Transport & retrievals
6. Australia's best X-Country training area

10% Discount to last year's participants

Contact:
Lee Scott: phone & fax 065 565265
or Charly Fellay: phone & fax 03 8824130
for full information on package
September 1993
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Yet Another
Northern Beaches

By liaising with officials from CAA, the local council and even the
army, John Hajje and hard working members of the Northern
Beaches club have brought our spectacular sport of hang gliding
and trlklng to the public eye yet again.
n Sunday May 30th the Peninsula Oasis
Food and Wine Festival attracted 50,000
people to Dee Why Beach .

Expertly flying the trikes and towing the pilots
were Kev Magennis and Joe Scott. Those lucky
enough to be towed were Carl Braden, Adam
Hunt, Graham Smith and Glen Salmon .

They gorged themselves on a fa bulous variety
of exotic foods, wines and beers. They marvelled atthe stupidi ty of celebri ties trying to race
camels along the beach.

Special thanks are due to Kev and Joe who
always make themselves available for these
events, which can only help the profile of the
sport as a whole.

They laughed at similar idiots trying to do the
same with elephants.
But they went completely berserk at the sight
of bold and intrepid hang glider pilots being
aero towed off the beach before thei r very eyes .

Thanks to Clinton Rose, the chief lifeguard
who had to organise a beach which, apart from
aerotowing, contained a racecourse for camels
and elephants.

They stared in awe as wild aerobatics, complete with smoke flares and streamers, were
followed by pinpoint landings on the beach.
Standing ovations were accorded to those who
skimmed along the sand to flare in front of the
packed amphitheatre.

To Lyn Morling and Rob O'Brien ofWarringah Shire Council we thank for permission to
use the beach as a runway, and again thanks to
Major Mike Grimes and the army who brought
the soft ground landing mesh all the way from
Adelaide.

The scene was immense. Thanks to the army
(Major Mike Grimes in particular) there was a
300 metre steel mesh runway laid along the
beach. There was a separate grid for the pilots,
who were launching within metres of the ropedoff crowd. The entire take-off, landing and strip
was roped offwith banners, signs and patrolled
by SES personnel and pilots, who worked hard
to keep the enthusiastic crowds at bay.

Mi ke Nolan from the CM found it i mpossi ble
to say no to 10hn Hajje and again granted permission for the event. Thanks for your patience
and understanding.
Dane Snelling spent so
much time organising on
the day that he missed out
on a tow! (Next time,
mate.)

The hang gliders and trikes completely
upstaged the celebrity camel and elephant races,
and proved once again that spectacular aerotowing and aerobatic displays have huge crowd
entertainment potential.

I can't express enough
the importance of such
displays for the future
development and opportunities of trikes and hang

The whole event was again masterminded by
that Guru of gliding, the master of massive
events, the doctor of detail, the man who is short
in stature but HUGE in ability -John Hajje!

gliding. The static displays were fascinating for
the crowds, who on the
whole, had never seen
such forms of aviation
close up before.

Seriously, it takes some doing to obtain permission for these types of events, and this is the
third time John has pulleditoffwithouta hitch.
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Hopefully the time will come soon where
aerotowing and aerobatic displays will become
as commonplace at large events as parachute
jumps are already.
AdamHunt

+

Another Item for
your Pre-flight
Checklist

Aerotowing
Extravaganza
O

demonstrations of flight was a thrill for all involved; pilots, trike pilots and spectators .

The story begins at Easter when I drove up to
Cairns for a few days flying from Rex Lookout.
I took a spare upright for my 139 Combat, just
in case. There wasn't much room in the car so I
stuffed it into the leading edge pocket from the
nose end. Thinking no more about it, I enjoyed
a couple of good flights from Rex's involving a
mixture of ridge soari ng, thermal Ii ng and getting
hammered in rotor en route to Port Douglas and
Mosman.
Back in Townsvi lIe, I did a bi t of towi ng and
flew in the airshow with Ethel, but wondered
why I couldn't find my spare upright. I flew
Eungell a in June and in early July I was transferred to Brisbane with my work. On the way
down I called in on the Rocky club and was
lucky enough to get in a 30 kID XC flight from
Marlborough. Somehow I thought the handling
of my glider was a bit stiff and it seemed to have
developed a turn. Thanks to Bron for the
retrieve.
Down in South-east Queensland, I had a 2
hour flight at Beechmont, mixing it with several
locals. A few days later, I discovered that I had
to go to Darwin in a hurry and could get my
glider on the plane for $15 (thanks to Qantas
Australian). When short-packing my glider, I
found the sail difficult to fold. The reason? One
spare upright in the leading edge pocket! This
had been invisible during pre-flights and must
have slid down to the tip when setting up on the
A-frame!

Peter Bolton

Peter Bolton flying above the Donnington A irshow, FNQ ld

To have spectacular
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September 1993
Ops Manager to visit Old regions, dubs and instructors.
Facility and site inspections.
18-19
Gillies Competition
Cairns Nth Old
Contact Nev Akers
070512438
26-0ct 3 Eungella Competition
Eungella Nth Old
Dave Lamont
079461157
October 1993
5-7
Womens' Fly-in
Canungra Sth Old
Contact Marie Jeffery for Helen Ross
066280356
Canungra Sth Qld
9-17
SE Old Championships
Canungra Sth Qld
1993 Womens Open
Contact Richard Nevins
075324874
Manilla NSW
23-31
NSW State TItles
049431900
Contact Ross Duncan
Vic Spring Competition
Mt Beauty/Mt Cole
26-31
038794217
Contact Wes Hill
November 1993
1-2,14-15,
Mt Beauty/Mt Cole
21-22
Vic Spring Competition
038794217
Contact Wes Hill
Bright Vic
Vic Paragliding Open
26-30
038192717
Contact Ken Mitchelhill
Ops Manager to visit NSW, Vic & ACT regions, dubs and
instructors. Facility and site inspections.
Grafton NSW
TBA
Jacaranda Festival (PHG & HG)
Contact Joe Scott
066842616
December 1993
28-Jan 5 Bogong Cup
Kiewa Valley Vic
052 276302
Contact Bob Daley
Ops Manager to visit NSW, Vic & ACT regions, dubs and
instructors. Facility and site inspections.
January 1994
8-11
Corryong Cup
Corryong Vic
042971923
Contact James Nathaniel
Forbes NSW
8-16
Flatlands Hang Gliding
068523899
Contact Lynn Giffin
MtColeVic
15-23
Mt Cole International XC Classic
Contact Charly Fellay
038824130
Kiewa Valley Vic
Australian Hang Gliding Open
19-27
Contact John Adams
057572945
Corryong Vic
29-5 Feb Australian Paragliding Open
0694844461
Contact Stuart Andrews
29-Feb 6 Lawrence Hargraves Hang Gliding
Stanwell Park
Comp
042942645
Contact Kieran Tapsell
February 1994
5-13
Vic Open Hang Gliding
Mt Cole Vic
Contact Wes Hill
038794217
Lawrence Hargraves Paragliding Comp Stanwell Park
21-27
Contact Kieran Tapsell
042942645
13-20
Paragliding Flatlands
Forbes NSW
042941898
Contact Geoff Robertson
26-Mar 7 WA State TItles
TBA
Contact Andrew Humphries
093816053
Wangaratta Vic
TBA
PHG National Fly-in
Contact Joe Scott
066842616
March 1994
25-27
HGFA Board Meeting
Adelaide
069 472888
Contact Executive Director
Ops Manager to visit WA, SA & NT regions,
clubs and instructors. Facility and site inspections. +
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Come Fly With the Best!
Australia's best flying weather
allows year-round training
Australia's best trike/ultralight strip
1000 m of maintained smooth grass and minimal traffic
means no waiting. No airspace restrictions.
Australia's best X-country Area
the magic never stops with over 100 private and club
airfieLds. There is aLways somewhere to drop in.
Australia's best hang gliding training slope
from 150 m flights, just 2 ft offthe ground to a 150ft takeoff
and 'S' turns on the same GRASS hill in winds west to
south-east. It's the best I've found in 14 years of looking!
Tandem training
from Cape Byron gives you the time to relax and relate to
soaring skills required.
Aerotowing
with our GL V for clean launches

Your CFI and Level 2 instructor, Joe Scott has over 7
years and 2500 hours trike experience and 12 years of
hang gliding training.
From your first taste of magical trike and hang glider flying to your
complete training program, aircraft advice and FREE FliGHT delivery
of your new trike, call us now.

Plus we have:
Gliders: AirBorne & Enterprise Wings ... trade ins welcomed
Harnesses: Airsupport & Danny Scott
Trike Accessories: the NEW Ivoprop; lcom VHF radios;
windscreens; aerials; voltage regulators/rectifiers; flying suits;
intercoms & helmets for triking and gliding.

We've tried the rest so you get the best
The sky's the limit... take it to the limit.

Skylimit Sports Aviation
Tyagarah Airfield, Byron Bay NSW

066843616, 018 717141
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GPS Where's It
At?

The thrill of
going

SOLO!
Solo, a word defined in Webster's dictionary as "alone or unaccompanied"
has many applications, with modern

Global Positioning System; it's

day adventurers adding substance to

the latest 'must have' for

the term with their intrepid solo exploits.

pilots. Hans Fah gives an

For me, a middle-aged woman with a husband
and grown family, 'solo' means much, much
more. It means a tremendous personal achievement, proving that goals CAN be reached with
a positive attitude as well as strong support from
family and friends and, most importantly, an
instructor who firmly believed I had the ability
to become the pilot of a motorised hang glider.
A relatively new form of aviation in Tumut,
motorised hang gliding or 'triking' is just
"taking off' with around ten students and pilots
presently participating in what can be classed as
one of the 'aviation sports of the future'.
My involvement with triking came about after
I was requested to take professional photos of
the aircraft owned by Peter Wilson of Air Escape. With my dislike of heights clearly visible
to him, arrangements were quickly made for
some pre-assignment flights which hopefully
would dispel any qualms I had about flying.
Having not seen the aircraft prior to my first
flight, initial impressions were of a craft which
was a cross between a hang glider and a stateof-the-art Go-cart. It was certainly an interesti ng
concept, although I was more than a little apprehensive about hopping aboard and committing myself to aviation.
The trike is powered by a 582cc Rotax Bombardier engine, both water cooled and twincylinder, and features two electronic ignition
systems.
Officially certified by the Civil Aviation
Authority, the Australian manufactured Airborne Edge has been developed for Australian
conditions.
The time for my first trial flight had arrived
and with Peter, who is also the trike's pilot and
a chief flying instructor, sitti ng in the front of the
two-seater craft, we were quickly in the air heading over Tumut Valley for an experience that
would change my life forever.
I must admit, after peeking through my tightly
closed eyes, my thoughts were "What am I doing
here!", however after a half hour or so I found
myself becoming more at ease. Peter explained
the capabilities and exceptional safety factors of
the craft in a simple manner.
Proud of the robust machines and their de-
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pendable record, it instantly becomes evident
that Peter lives for flying and is only too pleased
to introduce others to the exhilarating activity of
triking.
He is a proficient trike pilot, with eight years
experience flying flexed wing, weight controlled aircraft.
In 1990, he won the first Australian Trike
Competition. He also has a successful record in
hang gliding, and the winner of a coveted award
given by the Newcastle Hang Gliding Club in
1992 fora cross country flightof137 kilometres.
His knowledge and expertise in flying is apparent when heis in control of his unusual craft...
it was that flyihg ski II, and his ardent enthusiasm
which were the major factors in helping me
reach a decision to become a student.
Here was a sport which appealed, it was new
and exciting, and most importantly it was something that was affordable.
I felt trike flying would add a new dimension
to my life, give fresh meaning to the word 'fun'
and at the same time, I would be helping to
overcome my phobia of heights.
I was quite unprepared for the other advantages it would offer. Triking has opened up
an incredible new realm for me. It has given me
the assurance that one can achieve anything they
choose and it has given me a confidence that I
truly did not know I possessed.
Yes there were times when I felt failure, that
age ';as against me, and the possibility I had
chosen an activity that was beyond my
capabilities. Butwith perseverance from a dedicated instructor and a patient, understanding
husband, as well as family and friends, I have
finally achieved my goal and gained great personal satisfaction.
I have proven that age is no barrier to trying
something different and thrilling, that you can
overcome any obstacle with determination and
a positive attitude, but most of all I have proved
that anyone, male or female, can enjoy the fun
of aviation whether it be weight shift, power
flight, gliding or with a canopy.
To those who feel they may look foolish in
attempti ng somethi ng a Iittle out of the ordinary,
I say "Go for it... you don't know just what you
can achieve without ever having tried".

+

overview.
System Outline
Mostofus are now aware of the Global Positioning System (GPS). A worldwide resource that
lets us determine our position anywhere on
Earth to a matter of metres.
The whole system is based on a constellation
of satellites launched by the US Air Force orbiting high above the earth.
The GPS constellation is now fully populated
at 24 satellites (21 primary and 3 spares) allowing at least 4 satellites above the horizon for
every point on the Earth, all the time.
Fundamentals of GPS are simple. Receivers
here on the ground use the satellites as precise
reference points for triangulating their position.
By measuring the travel time of a signal transmitted by a satellite a receiver can determine its
distance from that satellite.
Receivi ng si gnals from four or more sa tell ites
a receiver can then compute its 3D position i.e.
Latitude, Longitude and Altitude.
Accuracy
GPS satellites transmit information in two
mediums:

*

P-Code which is encrypted information
(also the most accurate) that only special
military GPS receivers can access

*

CIA code is the signal which all civilian
GPS receivers use

To deny hostile forces the advantage of
precise GPS positioning the US Defence
Department has created a deliberate error into
the civilian CIA code.
This error is called selective availability
(S/A) and its effects will generally place you

within 100 metres of your actual position. That's
not bad considering that you can access the
system 24 hours of the day, any where on the
planet for FREE! Most satellite networks bill
you like Telecom .
It 's important to note that the plus or minus
100 metres accuracy relates only to your
horizontal location. Due to trigometric reasons,
altitude readouts can suffer from larger variations .
Therefore altitude readouts from CI A
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(civilian) code GPS receivers should not be
relied upon for flight purposes.
Accuracy can also be affected by the geometry
of the visible satellite group (remember 4 or
more satellites are contin ually passing over your
location).
This geometric phenomenon is know as
PDOP (pronounced Pee-Dop) which stands for
Positional Dilution Of Precision. PDOP is
measured on a scale of 1 to 20 with 1 being the
most accurate. A reading of 4 is fine, anything
after 7 is a bit suspect. Most GPS receivers are
programmed to shutdown with a PDOP of 16 or
more.
At the moment 2 hours of the day the PDOP
reading is higher than 4. However, by the end of
the year a PDOP 4 or lower will be available 24
hours per da y.
Differential GPS (DGPS) is a method or more
precise civilian GPS positioning that is starting
to become available. This involves receiving a
second group of data from a ground transmission station via a radio receiver and modem. A
10 metre or better accuracy is possible using this
system.
Ha nd Held Receivers
Compact GPS devices are now becoming available that are suited to the long distance glider.
Most available units will provide you with
navigation information like your:

*
*
*
*
*
*

current location
speed
course over ground
magnetic bearing to target
range to target
ETA

Latitude and Longitude displays are standard
on all GPS units.
In addition, having the selectable option of:

*

UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) or

*

MGRS (Military Grid Reference System

allows you toeasily translategridlineinformation to and from common topographic maps
such as the AUSMAP.
Units of display i.e. kilometres, nautical miles,
k.p.h., and knots should also be user definable.
Remember, you'll find more uses for your
GPS than just gliding. It's good to have a unit
that offers flexibility so that you can use it when
you go outback, bushwalking, sailing or other
adventure pursuits.

About theAuthor
Hans Fah is" fdimer JIl~mber of the Special Air Service. He bas extensively researched and tested GPS equipment for
use in military ~nd polar applicatio:ns . .
Hans now

ope~aies the

specialist GPS
Business Adventure Technology and is
happy to offerte<;ilOicaJ SerVice and advice
Oil 018 503903. <
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A compass can tell
you which direction
your craft is pointing,
but with cross-winds
which way are you actually drifting?

I. j

The Course Over
Ground (COG) function
calculates your bearing
of t ravel regardless of
your craft's orientation!
When your COG and
Bearing to target match
up on the navigation
screen ... you're right on
course. Often there's
also a graphic display to
show if you're left or
right of your intended
track.
Waypoint functions
allow you to "memory
log" or program 100 or
more locations .
Using the navigation
screen you are then able
to navigate to any
waypoint selected.
Advanced route functions
consist
of
programming a sequence of waypoints.
New nav-data will appear on your screen to
get you to the next
waypoint as you arrive
at each waypoint enroute.
Battery life is on
average 4 to 8 hours of
conti nuous use. This
depends on the position
update rate you have
set. One sample per
second is normal, however a selectable slower
rate will generally suffice and extend battery
life.
Finally some units are
friendly to use, just like
an Apple-Mac, with a
few large buttons and a
logical operating system
and display to follow,
whereas others are like
the "Digital Watch
from Hell".
User friendliness is a
vital feature for all
pilots. After all, haven't
you more important
tasks to concentrate on?

+
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A wide selection of new
and used Hang Gliders
and Harnesses.
Hang Gliders:
Mars 150-Swiss, Pink and Grey
Mars 170-Swiss, Turquiose and Pink
XC 150 White, Fluoro Red, Fluoro Orange
XC 150 Blue Scrim, Blue, Turquoise
XR 149 Red and Purple
XR 149 Turquoise and Fluoro Pink
XR 149 Blue and Fluoro Yellow
XS 155
Fluoro Red and Purple
XS 2 155 White Scrim, Mylar, Black
XS 2 155 White Scrim, Fluoro Red , Fluoro Orange
XS 169
White Scrim, Mylar, Light Blue

$2000
$2450
$2500
$2700
$3400
$3400
$3400
$2200
$3400
$3000
$3000

Harnesses:
Model

Overall
Height

XACT II
XACT II
Tracer
Tracer
Tracer
Tracer
XACT II
XACT lJ
XACT II
XACT II
XACTII
Front Entry

188cl11
102cm
185cl11
126cl11
159cm
94cl11
188cm
110cl11
175cm
95cl11
168cm
90cl11
168cm
91 Clll
162 cm
90cl11
167cm
88cm
178cm
103cm
184cm
107cm
Pod Medium

CiIest

Colo II I'S

Price

Blue/ Fluoro Yellow
Light Blue
Fluoro Pink
Blue
Silver / Lilac
Red / Silver Pockets
Blue/ Fluoro Yellow
Fluoro Yellow / Pink
Fluoro Yellow / Blue
Silver
Silver / Fluoro Orange
Red

$600
$500
$600
$600
$600
$600
$500
$500
$500
$600
$700
$400

For further information, contact your
local dealer or the factory.
Moyes Delta Gliders Pty Ltd
173 Bronte Rd, Waverley
N.S.W. 2024 Australia
Tel: (02) 387 5622
Fax: (02) 387 4472
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Eenie, Dleenie, Dlinie, RIO ...
How do you choose between the IC AO and the IC-40G portable CB radios l The IC A O is reliable, durable, simple to use.
You just set it and forget it. The IC- 40G, on the o ther hand, is a sophisticated state of the art transceiver. It has numerous functions,
memory channels, autoscan , dual watch. The IC-40 has been around for many years and has recently been brought back by popular
demand. The IC A OG ha lots of buttons for you to press, while the IC AO has two 'traditional' thumbwheel sw itches. Na turally since
both are manufactured by lcom , they conform to the sa me incred ibly hi gh standards. So go ahead, you fi gure it o ut. O f course, to
help you decide you can test drive both models at any of our authorized dealers, or call toll free on (008 ) 338 915 for a brochure.
(The IC-40G comes with a choi ce of a 5W ou tput (BP7) battery or long life (C M96) battery).
leom Australia 7 Duke Street Windsor Victoria 3181

Telephone (03) 529 7582

Facsimile: (03) 5298485

A.C.N. 006092 575
lL BROWN ADVERTISING 4507

State, Club and Region News
Queensland

Remember, nose down, wings level and run
hard every time.

Ron Rimkus, President

Sunshine Coast Hang
Gliding Club
I'm definitely looking forward to finding time
for some Spring flying. The winter flying has
been few and far between for yours truly.
It was an enjoyable weekend for the South
East Regional meeting and f1yin at the end of
July. For those who managed to get up at
Widgee on Saturday, the sky was the limit. For
the others who missed those sparse thermals, it
was a bit of takeoff and landing practice. Goal
was at Tansey and remarkably it was reached by
Dave Redman, Glen McLeod and Gordo - the
compwinners. Good performances were also by
Gary Davey and Ian Clark.
Sunday's venue was Pt Glorious near Eumundi. Nothing spectacular to report there.
At the Regional meeting held at Gympie's
Phoenix Hotel, a new Regional Co-ordinator
was elected. Welcome to Tony Giammichele.
Good luck, Tony, I look forward to working
together with you in the future, and many thanks
to Phil Pritchard for your efforts over the years .
Also a pat on the back for James and Mike on a
job well done.
The August club meeting was held at the
mountain retreat of Peter Andrews, who again
held many members spellbound with his many
stories of the strange and remarkable. I was
unable to attend, therefore cannot report whether
the Archangel Michael made an appearance or
not. Thanks Peter for your hospitality.
Upcoming events will be a weekend competition at Eggi ns, and a towing weekend at Wondai .
You will be advised.
The Rai nbow Beach competition wi II this year
be bigger than ever. The competition will begin
the day after Boxing Day, on 28 December and
will require 3 flying days. This is the ideal venue
for the less experienced pilots to gain valuable
airtime, and interact with more experienced
pilots, so come along.
Saving the best till last, March 1994 will see a
Widgee competition to rock your socks off.
More in later bulletins.
Rob has advised me that at the time of writing
this report only 4 cI ub jackets remain. So if you
want one of these limited edition jackets of the
highest quality with embroidered club logo, be
quick. Cost is $95.00 call Rob Keen today!
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Canungra Hang Gliding Club
In around three weeks the Canungra Classic
begins with the field of seventy having been
filled two months in advance! This includes
around fifteen women competing for the mantle
of national champion. Greatorganisation, excellent flying conditions and a ten thousand dollar
prize pool will help to ensure the success of the
comp this year. Send thirty bucks to reserve your
place for next year.
Flight of the month goes to Ian Clarke, from
NZ but currently residing in Canungra., for his
effort out to Lake Moogerah from Beechmont
on 12 August (65 km). Hopefully winter is well
and truly over by now and longer flights are
becoming the norm.

Staver for the contribution he has made to this
club. When he accepted the job it was because
no-one else would take it and the club was at its
lowest ebb for quite some time. Yet he brought
a zeal and enthusiasm which has rejuvenated the
club and flying in this area. Club members now
receive a monthly newsletter, club meetings
make a profit, high percentages of novices attend meeti ngs which we are trying to make more
informative and fun, old pilots are returning to
the sport and new pilots are sticking with it. Club
membership now stands at around 120 and
growing, up from 32 four months ago. Dave also
supplies major organisational grunt for our
compo And if he is still president, I lied.
Word has it that Nick Dilane is accepting no
liability erupting from his curry at the last meeting and that all cases of botulism should be
reported direct to the HGFA( or our senior safety
officer) for consideration by their insurers.
Needless to say, beer sales were up.

GordonBieske, Secretary

New South Wales

The recent tow weekend at Watts Bridge was
a success and many thanks to Phil Pritchard for
supplying his trike and the Enterprise team also
for the trike and the test flights in the Desire.
Around 50 pilots turned up, many of them
novices who gained their tow endorsements.
The last interclub competition between
Canungra, Byron Bay and the Sunshine Coast
was a little disappoi nting since only the first day
was any good. A little disheartening too was the
fact that the only pilots not to bomb out on the
Saturday were from this club. Ed 's note: I don't

agree that my 20 minute ridge soar and over-fly
of the landing paddock to burn off height can
possibly be considered a bomb out! Three other
pilots had similar flights. Add to this the facts

Great Lakes Hang Gliding
Club Inc
By the time this goes to print we will have had
our first AGM on 14 August 1993: We all, of
course, hope it goes well.
It seems hard to believe that a year has gone
by since a group of us locals decided to form a
club in our area. And a year laterwe're still here,
so we must be doing something right. Current
membership stands at 39. With members from
as far south as the ACT and up to Port Macquarie. We've not a big club but we're growing.

that only 3 pilots from Byron Bay turned up, that
there is an extremely poor representation from
both Byron Bay and the Sunshine Coast in their
Over the winter months there has been some
own regional competition and it can only be
construed that the drive to . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _- ,
improve advanced flying
skills in this region leaves
much to be desired. Ed 's

Now Available

note (again): Not
everyone wants to be, nor
should they be expected
to be, competitive.
The new executive of
our club is now in place
and in case the outgoing
president has decided
against continuing, I
would like to thank Dave

Uvex

The world's lightest full face helmets
Made from the world's strongest fibres available in 3 sizes only, so order yours now
Be safe and fly safe!

Phone 075 463021
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great flying weather, but only on days where we
all had to work. Come the weekend, 'sink
weather'.ldon'tnormallywish my life away but
come on summer!

search of summer thermals so I guess we will be
hearing some "bigger than Texas" stories at our
next meeting.

However our monthly meetings are as regular
as clockwork and we always seem to come up
with something of interest to talk about or watch,
as was the case a couple of months back when
Bobby Barnes, our club Safety Officer, showed
us some old Super 8 film footageofflying in the
late '70s.

the form of a greater than normal number of
accident reports at our last meeting. More prior
planni ng before that next fl ight will help protect
our sensitive si tes. Have you put in your accident
report?!! !

Recentl y we also had a visit from Craig Worth
the Operations Manager who, incidently, lives
locally and is a club member but because of his
job gets to travel this big country to further our
great sport. Hence we don't get to see him too
much. So it was good to have him address our
meeting a couple of months ago, on what his job
entails and things of relevant interest.

Ian Duncan, Secretary

Sydney Hang Gliding Club

The August meeting showed a good turnout of
73 people. Obviously there was a lot of interest
in the new Blade (from AirBorne) which Rick
Duncan was good enough to bring down from
Newcastle to show us. It's good to see the innovative ideas coming from an Australian
manufacturer. Carl Braden, just back from the
Worlds in the Owens, came with a slide show
and some horror stories of the tumbles and
deployments. Thanks Carl! We should also

Well, we are up, incorporated and running.
The most recent meeting was held at the Moyes
Loft, 173 Bronte Road Waverley on the 16th of
August. There was a great turnout for one of the
first meetings, 35 pilots with an even mix of
Novice to Advanced.
Thanks to Clive Gilmour, Australian Team
Manager and President of the Sydney Hang
Gliding Club (SHC) the major point of interest
was an in depth run through of
Australia's second placing in the recent
World Championships at Owens Valley. Congratulations to the Australian
team from everybody at the SHC, a
damn fi ne effort.
Clive's piece was supplemented by
John Trude and Gary Omundsen's tales
of flight in the same area. These guys
having just returned from the Tony
Armstrongjaunt and what sounded like
the trip of a lifetime.

Susan Phillips launching at Beechmont - plain Forest

Hint for the month: Recently I discovered a
slight kink in my Swiss alloy leading edge. I
took it to an alloy fabrication shop to have it
straightened. On first attempt, using minimum
force, it snapped in two so the moral of the story
is, if it's bent, don't fix it; replace it.
Happy flying
Steve Tinson

Northern Beaches Club

thank Sonya Duncan for the world 's fastest pack
up job while the rest of us were talking and
passing on our best wishes for the coming big
day.
The word is around that both AirBorne and
Enterprise are planning aerotowingweekends at
Rylestone so that we can all get a flight in their
new gliders.
While we are on Rylestone we should also
thank those who have done the right thing and
sent their $5.00 for their day's flying and thank
those who have helped at the Rylestone working-bee.
Thanks also to Ian Westbrook,John Trude and
friends who have cleared another site at Giro
near Coopla.

Well it's August and not much flying to be had
on the Northern Beaches though word has it that
the odd flight has been grabbed at Long Reef.
More so by our paragliding members than has
been the luck of the hang glider pilots. A few of
us did manage to get three straight afternoons
flying at Newport/Bilgola a few weeks back,
even if it was blowing too southerly.
Some of our luckier (or more wealthy members) are at time of writing touring the US in
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That's about all, see you all atJades, Dee Why
Hotel, first Tuesday each month at 8 pm.

Lack of airtime has been showing its face in

Due to job transfer we lost our Vice
President Rick Evans and Treasurer
Geraldine Evans . Geraldine has the
dubious honour of being our only
female pilot as well as holder of the Bar
Benders Award. You might have to
holdon to itfora little longer Geraldine;
no one has stepped up to claim it although Jim Parsons did break a luff line
recently! Hope you settle in well and
don't forget us.
I guess we are all looking forward to
summer so when you are travellin'g
north or south on the Pacific Highway,
we're only a short diversion from the
main route. If you don't get to fly at least
you will have seen our fair twin towns,
lake and beaches. Who knows, you
might just stop a little longer.

tal and we hope that all is now well.

With the recent controversy on electoral procedure for the HGFA board, we hope that all
NBHGC members take the time to read the
' Hard to Read ' stuff in Skysailor. This will help
to ensure that ~association remains just that.
Will those members who have over-due
videos please return them?
We also pass on o ur best to Steve Hocking
who will by now have spent some time in hospi-

In future news I will deal more with
what we prattled on about at those future
meetings, but this time I would just like
to inform readers of the whys and the
wherefors of the SH C.

guess the club was formed for two main
reasons:
1. For pilots living in the area smack in the
centre between the three clubs, Stanwell
Park, Blue Mountains and the Northern
Beaches, it is quite a drive to get to any of
them as much as we would like to. Waverley, or the Bondi area is in easy reach, the
venue is great because we are surrounded by
the paraphernalia of the sport, (despite the
obvious jibes about Moyes gear) and hey, a
change is as good as a holiday!

2. The intention is to supplement what other
clubs are doing so that our members remain
members of other cl ubs too . It is the general
opinion at SHC that with the real improvements to aero towi ng, the advent of Rylestone and the possibility of the Richmond
airbase, that inland flyingwill really become
the go . We intend to specialise in this area
and any pilots who would like to get into it
are most welcome.
Membership costs a $5 .00 entry fee and
$10.00 a year. The club honchos are: Steve
Hocking - Secretary, Greg Auld - Treasurer and

SKYSAILOR

Clive Gilmour - President.
From now on the club will meet the second
Monday of every month. If this makes Skysailor
in time, the next meeting will be at 7:30 pm on
Monday the 13th September in the Moyes Loft,
173 Bronte Road, Waverley. So if you are into
inland, we'll see you there?

Greg Wilkinson

Sydney Paragliding Club
Due to unseasonal conditions, there's been
quite a lot of flying in the Sydney area with
Stanwell being QIl more than in the so-called
summer season. Long Reef has also been on
with quite a few floppies mixing it with the
stiffies. Godfrey, Rob, Mike and John have had
a few good flights atBlackheath as well. Horner,
Tiger and Mitzy had an average time in Austria
where they were rained, hailed and snowed on!
Only 8 days flying in 4 weeks overseas. The
locals told us "You should have been here in
spring!" Much was learnt in the land where
paragliders were invented and Mitzy was blown
away by the absence of stiffies (heavy metal
paragliders).
Horner came back with a new Airwave Rave
27 and is wrapped in it. Mitzy has a Nova Spinx
29 and has been up north to Byron and Southeast Queensland with it showing the locals that
paragliders and hang gliders can QQl1 together.
The Ops Manager came to the August meeting
to fill usinonall the guffregarding AMATS and
all the HGFA gossip. By the time this goes to
press the para-worlds will be over in Verbier so
we'll find out how itwentwhen Rob, Hippy and
Ron return. Maybe these guys can run some XC
seminars when they get back.
Alpine Paragliding's Safety Clinic has HGFA
approval and pretty soon a bunch of northern
floppy flyers are coming down to QQ.i!; over the
lake. Over the next few months the club is
planning towing seminars as well as trips to
Tumut and Manila for some inland flying and
XC courses. Hope to see you at the next meeti ng
or on the hills.
Remember: the meetings happen on the
second Wednesday every month at the St
George Leagues Club at 7 .30 pm . Whether
you're a member or just want to see the other
side, come along for something different.

summer is already shaping up to be a good one.
We've had some nice
fI yi ng off Borah this
August so roll on summer.
Manilla is gearing up
for the 2 competitions in
October. The whole
town is excited about it
all. I hope we don't get
any bad elements to spoil
it for everyone else.
Manilla is goingall out to
make it good so let's all
get behind it and make it
great. I hear they are
going to have a Mardigras one night and a welcoming breakfast and
there are a few other
things planned. I hope
the weather comes good
for it. I know Ross Duncan is working overtime
organising it.

. 0I",o1&e
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ELM LODGE
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&
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$
FROM

PER PERSON
Group Bookings Discount Available

17 Units including 5, 2 bedroom units available all with private
facilities, including linen. BYO towel. 1 acre cottage gardens, 2
minutes walk to town centre. Dining room, old style country
cooking. BYO, or B&B $20
Swimming pool, gas covered-in B.B.Q. & laundry facilities

An interesting incident
happened to me while
flying recently. I have
noticed when doi ng hang
checks for other flyers
Your hosts: Bert & Chris Bartlett
that some of them do not Wood Street, Bright 3741 Ph: (057) 551144 Fax: (057) 552208
do their carabiners up
tights but keep them
reasonable flying times at Spring Range and
loose even though done up. They said they like
Little Mt Rob Roy (Lanyon). Last Saturday was
to be able to undo it as quickly as possible upon
exceptional at Spring Range. I lost count of the
landing. Good idea I thought, so lately I've been
number of pilots that seemed to be coming and
doing just that. But on landing I found my
going all day, but there must have been about
carabiner had turned upside down (nothing untwenty over the day that got a fly in. Some, like
usual) but after repeated attempts to takeoff, it
myself, just soaked up the air time, only to come
had somehow undone itself. It was a windy day
down for a quick bite for lunch, not knowing
and we had attempted to launch half a dozen
how long it would be till another day like this
times so I think the loose hang strap had undone
one would come along.
it. I won't be flying with my carabiner loose
This month's meeting saw a really good rollagain; it will be tight but not too tight.
up. The meeting was very productive, covering
Our club looks set to grow by about 150% as
we have a few locals booked in to become
student pilots in September. Not bad, eh? I hope
we get to see all our friends up here this summer,
including Dr Death Giles.

Andrew Pepper

Tamworth Manilla & Districts
Hang Gliding Club
Hello out there, everybody, there hasn't been
a great deal of action happening in Manilla.
We've had a lot of rain, the farmers are a lot
happier and there are plenty of green paddocks
everywhere. We've been tryingto grow grass on
the west launch, but it doesn't seem to be doing
any good. If anybody goes to Borah, please do
not set up or drive onto the launch area as we've
got to stop soil erosioll .
I'm finally flying again and really enjoying it.
I probably won't be able to fly as much as I'd
like due to work commitments, although this
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I have been so busy this month at work that
there has been days when it's been on and I
haven ' t been flying! I know that is hard to
believe, but it's true.
Despite the cold, wind and rain which has been
fairly consistent this month, there has been two
weekends that have produced some very

a variety of items. Peter Schwinderling, our Site
Officer, gave us a site report and informed us of
Working Bees to be undertaken this month at
Lanyon and Spring Range.
I reported that following very delicate negotiations with the owners of Spring Range, they
have kindly agreed to waver the annual fee for
the use of the property, following a very successful 18 month trial period.
This, however, does not mean a free-far-all.
This year the Club has decided to continue to
impose the $10 per day per pilot to fly the site.
The money raised will go towards site improvements in the area. This fee wi II be reviewed next
February.
The Association has also been looking into the
possibility of obtaining a lease for a towing site.
Asite has been identified on the Lanyon property. Preliminary inquiries to the Department of
Environment, Land and Planning sounds as
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though it could be possible. A committee has
been formed to put together a proposal for the
site and identify the cost and other problems that
need to be resolved. We will keep you posted on
this i mporta~t development.
The monthly awards for the 'stuffed bird'
(FAARRRC Award) went to Neil Bolton for
trying to fly Spring Range in less than
favourable conditions, ending up getting
dragged over the back and halfway back to
Canberra.
The Eagle Award went to Duncan Kelly for a
good effort making it to the Banks Oval from the
Lanyon takeoff in his Apollo and for putting
together the Club library.
Ian Jarman was our guest speaker this month
and covered a number of topics, including:
The role of HGFA Office Bearers;
Grant arrangements;
The proposed Sports Aviation Centre at Wangaratta;
Bodies which the HGFA deals with;
Competitions;
Airspace regulations;
followed by questions and answers.
Many thanks to Ian for taking time out of what
is a very busy time of the year for the HGFA to
join us. It was very informative and appreciated
by everyone.
The meeting concluded with a video of Tim
Travers and some classic flying.
Next month at our September meeting we will
have Mike Cleaver from the Sport Aviation
Authority talk to us on the new airspace regulations and how they will effect us.
Till then, fly high, stay warm and safe landings.

Phil

Victoria

Congratulations to all the new VHGA office
bearers. The committee for 1993-1994 comprises of: President - John Twomey, SecretaryTony Hughes, Treasurer - Brian Rebecchi, Sm
Safety Officers - Rob Vander Klooster, Site
Development - Mark Pike, Competition Organiser - Wes Hill, Paragliding Rep - Brian
Webb, Publicity & Promotions - Steve Trone.
The postal vote was finally put to rest, with a
99 to 1 vote. Each affiliated club can be represented on the VHGAcommittee. This will hopefully expedite the flow of information to their
members. The guide lines will be published in
next month's column .
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The VHGA safety seminar was held on the 28
and 29 August. It was an outstanding success.
We hop to run a few seminars during ensuing
weeks as a follow up to the safety seminar, and
for all those people who didn't turn up, because
they were busy flying, more information on this
in following issues.
A few figures in the towing scene have organised a Demo weekend with Moyes and
Enterprise on the 18th -19th September at Conargo, (35 km NE of Deni liquin) . Directions to
the tow paddock will beavailable at the General
store each day. We hope to have car and aero
towing. The VHGA in their generosity will be
hosting a BBQ at the Conargo Pub on Saturday
night at around 6.30 - 7.00. The Pub doesn't
serve meals so don't be late. Takeaway is available from the general store, and accommodation
can be found in Deniliquin . To participate in the
flying you will need to have a minimum of
intermediate, with tow endorsement. The tow
paddock is on private land so treat it with the
respect it deserves. We hope to make this an
annual event so don't stuff it, further information is available by contacting Don Rotman
5252834, Allan Beavis 3372226 or Steve Trone
5802768.
See you there.

VHGA Committee

Skyhigh Paragliding Club

~~~~

PARAGLIDING

MELBOURNE
It's wi nterin Victoria, OR IS IT? Unseasonably mild conditions in the month of July have seen
Skyhigh parapunters doing their damnedest to
get up and stay up, and succeeding. (Does my
11 km flight last weekend count?)
So who is this mad keen correspondent whose
writings you're currently reading? I' m Hamish
Barker, the newly appointed "Special projects
officer" (AKA committee's dogs body) in the
Skyhigh Paragliding Club. As Robin Gauld has
quit the committee, it falls to me to inform all
you keen Skysailor readers about what's happening in the cI ub and around the region
paragliding wise.
But I digress . Back to the audacious claims of
my opening paragraph. Where is THE ACTION? Thesimpleansweris wherever you look.
Good flying has been had on the coast at Sunnyside which has turned on nicely a few times
this month. Greg Walsh was last seen giving his
super-crispy-brand-spanki ng-new Nova Sphinx
a good surf dunking there when he had troubles
getting it to come down . Attention all coat
hangers, here is a parapunter that you will find

hard to get above. Greg's seaside washing up
earned him the d unny seat award at the monthly
meeting last Tuesday.
Plenty of inland action has also been had, both
in Brightand atLandscape(nearSeymour). Fred
Gungl (mega hotshot punter pilot, won a bet
with Flossy Webb about flying a punter from
Mystic to Mt Buffalo last summer - has Webby
paid up?) is back from Austria fo r the Australian
ski season. Too bad there's no snow for him to
instruct at Mt Hotham, but rumour has it that he
and keen others including Andrew Davies and
Tilo "paratech" Schmidt have been skying out
up at Mystic.
The club monthly meeting for August was
held in conjunction with the VHGA AGM. The
flight of the month was voted to our resident
storm bringer, Scott "weather" Bennett. Scotty
put in a fine effort to do his second ever cross
country flight in several seasons (in the depths
of winter to boot!). His distanceof6 km via 1600
ft above takeoff from Landscape was cut short
by powerful pub-suck at the Trawool hotel.
Landscape is a sensational site, developed and
looked after by the Eastern HG club, and should
see more action from Intermediate and Advanced parapunters in the future.
Shock news of the month - one of the club's
long standing safety officers, our Heinz Bobner
made history on a recent towing weekend at
Conargo, becoming the first Aussie para pilot to
throw his reserve over land "in anger". A rope
break, stall and recovery saw Mr Moro himself
tangled up at 200 feet. Heinz whipped it out (the
reserve that is!) and made a stand-up-fall-over
landing in front of heaps ofhangies . Aforementioned hangies were overheard muttering about
"safety of those jellyfish" .
That's it for this month . Until next time,
remember, try and you WILL fly.

Hamish Barker

Winter in the west has not slowed down our
hang gliding activity. In addition to the winter
westerly winds that suit our small local coastal
sites, we have had several successful thermal
days out in the paddocks. Towing of course. The
July Eagle Award went to Pete Burpheen for a
good cross country flight in his first flighton his
new XS . The paragliders have also been active
with many good days at Mosman Park and extensive towing at York. The July Ring of Confidence was awarded to Dave Morgan, for
pulling off several spins in his paraglider and
surviving.
The Dally spring Ihermalling week is
scheduled for 2nd Oclober to the 10th October.

SKYSAILOR

Flying at that time of the year in Dally is ideal.
The event was very popular last year and if the
success of the last state titles can be used as a
gauge, then the Octoberspringthermalling week
will be an event not to be missed.
The first of the 2 Monthly Megga meetings in
August, also theAGM, was a great success with
approximately 60 people attending. The next
meeting promises to be equally entertaining
with a video and possibly a safety seminar. Due
to the Dally spring thermalling week the next
HGAWA meeting will be postponed to the 2nd
Tuesday of October, i.e. Tuesday 12 October.
The AGM saw only 2 committee changes wi th
Sarah Chadwick replacing Anna Munt as
treasurer and Mark Thompson .replacing Mike
Dorrough as secretary. Thanks to Anna and
Mike for their excellent work over the last year.
We hope to see you all at the next Megga
meeting on Tuesday 12 October.

Seeya,Danny
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The dates
for the Da 1wallinu Open
have
previously been
published incorrectly. The
new dates are
February 26th
to March 7th .
Our meetings will now
take place on
the t:iat Wednesday
of
every month at
Airsports
starting 7 .00
pm.

The move to Wongan Hills looks to be a
certainty with overwhelming support from the
town. A paddock has been located, and it is
likely that the Spring Thermalling week will be
atWongan.

News from the August meeting ...
$10,000 will once again be offered to anyone
who can create a new unofficial distance record

~

Memberships are due in October. Check the
Soarer for details.

Dalwallinu and Meckering has also turned on
some winter flying with cloud bases often between 3000-4000 ft.
See you at the Spring Thermal Ii ng Week 2nd
- 10th October.
Goodbye!
Phil Wainwright

NO\N IN STOCK

-

Radios
Icom IC A 20 MKII Airband
Icom IC 40 UHF
Icom IC 40 G UHF
Also headsets, switch boxes,
spare battery packs and more.
Phone now for competitive prices!

\-

<

Helmets
Carabiners (steel)
P.A. Parachutes
Sjostrom Variometres
AirBorne T-Shirts
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The winter has provided members with some
good local flying at Bums Beach and Cottesloe.
Conto's at Margaret River should be looking
good by now.

n
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Getting high over Gunningbland 30 km west of Parkes & 30 km
NW of Forbes - photo Graeme Cox

Flash newT-shirts are now available. Member
prices are $20 for short sleeves and $25 for long
sleeves.

--"=-.~
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during the
Dalwallinu
Open in 1994.

•
c

$60
$29
$550
$680
$25

Bankcard, Visa, Mastercard welcome

r

AirBorne Windsports 12130 Kalaroo Rpad, Redhead, NSW 2290 Australia
Telephone (049) 499199 Fax. (049) 499395
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' .. Fly a Tnke

Proprietor and HGFA Chief Flying Instructor,
Chris Brandon began weightshift flying in 1973 when
his father was involved in towing delta kites behind the
family skiboat. Chris and his father Eric Brandon, regularly
flew around Lake Macquarie and entered many Australian
Kite flying competitions.

For over 20 years Chris has been involved with the
development of weight - shift flying from the early kites
to the sports of hang gliding and trike flying we have
today.

Chris developed the Hang Gliding Federation of Australia trike pilot instruction
and instructor certification systems, which are accredited by
the Civil Aviation Authority of Australia . In
addition, an active involvement with the design
certification, manufacture and quality
assurance for the production of weightshift aircraft here in Australia.

With this experience,

Chris understands the importance of having
basic flying skills taught correctly, within the confines of safety.
Flyright Aviation are available for you to arrange a time to get,

"your ticket to fly....• "

PHONE:

018 490622

RIGHT!

Operating seven days a week from Royal Newcastle Aero Club - Maitland, Newcastle.

Flyrlght Aviation offer Quality Instruction, tailored to suit you and your lifestyle!
We can provide aircraft sales, hire, maintenance and airfield soft-top hangarage.
Just give us a call - for our Free Professional Advisory Service.

AIR-COM SPORTS

The C

The communication system of the century!

The latest weightshift flight training information available
to the world today!

ONLY $ 590.00
The Air-com Sports communication system is proudly designed and

manufactured in Australia. This revolutionary communication system
allows you to fit your own helrnetls with a lightweight, reliable intercom,
providing clear UHFNHF radio and walkman sound.
The unique features incorporated in the Air-com Sports
communication system are:
Automatic Gain Control
Speech Filtered Electronics
Radio Precedent Monitoring System
combined with stsndsrdfeatures including:
PTT I velcro strap
Ambient noise mike/s
Walkman patch ability
Variable volume control/s
Compact full clarity speakerls
Compact, lightweight and durable
Internal power supply I external source ability
UHFNHF monitor I transmit I selectable option
Manual and mounting hardware included with kits
Note: The Alr-com Sport is available in solo or dual kits to fit
most but possibly not all helmet types used for Sport Aviation
operation.
PrIce quoted tax exempt.
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The

original- <!) PARNANG

today.

Student Training Briefs

Commended by the Civil Aviation Authority of Australia
More than two decades of knowledge and experience
Simple, but comprehensive detailed information
Concise, accurate and proven terminology
Basic step by step phase structure
Informative Glossary of Terms
Over 100 illustrations
P1
HGFA Approved
L---'

Unique features

t .::'

of the (C) PARNANG Binder

t,

~

Pen Holder Sleeve
U
' {;.
Internal Note Pad Pockkt
Durable Hard Cover Binder
Company Business Card Pocket
Designed specifically for the trainee trike pilot
Stylish design in Grey Cover I Blue & Black Artwork
10 Clear A4 Sleeves for Brochures I Forms I Flyer Handouts
4 Ring Binder for mounting - C Parnang Student Training Briefs
"You either do It,
or you DARE to do /tI"

ORDER NOW !f!
$96.00

For more information

Call

Parnang Student Pilot Pack

WRtnEN BY JO HANNE PARNICZKY and CHRIS BRANDON

(Incl. fre ight Australia wide)

INST RUCTORS · Compliment Your Student Training Coulses w ith the C PARNANG Pilot Pock
Quantity buy rotes applic able

SKYSAILOR

Market Place
WANTED
Magic IV full race (int) any spares , uprights, profiles
or info ph Peter 06 2316145
Skytrek VK II or similar in good cond ph lain Cummings 02 6003230 W, 5463966 H

NEW SOUTH WALES
Paraglider Falhawk Apollo trainer near new with
harness $250 ph Forrest 02 9797212, 018 273552
Moyes GTR 1152 (int) v gd cond low hrs must sell
$700 Advanced Air cocoon harness with
parachute $200 ph Steve 02 4766317 or 018
212166
Sting 166 XC (int) ex cond with cocoon harness &
wheels grey LE blue & green US $2500 ono ph Peter
049571231
Parachutes Australia chute 22 ft never used $350
ono ph 02 5586793
Afro Owens Valley 8000 air speed indicator digital
mph, altimeter metres or feet, vario ft/mn or
metres/mn, McReady ring on vario total energy compensated recently serviced by manufacturer cost
$1100 will sacrifice at $400 ono ph Harry or Linda
042 967796 AH
Sting 118 (int) fully optioned in perf cond suit new
glider buyer $2650 042 942584
Mission 170 (nov) 10 UV hrs in ex cond with pod
harness $2000 042 942584
Edge 582 LC (120 hrs) ex cond full instrumentation
registered fully certified helmets & intercom covers
& trailer $1 8000 ph 049 371781
1989 Subaru station wagon high & low range 4WD
compl with Blitz 1415 (exp int) Thermalite Skyleg
powerpack, Alibi varia, 12 ft ski-boat compl with
trailer & 35 hp Mercury motor all registered & in gd
cond o The perfect get-away combination. Save
$1400 by buying the whole package & I'll even throw
in a free trike introductory flight all for just $15000 or
ph for individual prices act fast, it won't last! Steve
065547600 W, 556569 AH
Need to get high & go fast this summer? I've got
the answer: XS 142 II (exp int) gd cond low hrs &
easy to fly $3200 ono ph 042 942212 AH
Foil 150B Racer (int) yellow LE pink & turquoise US
low hrs v tight sail $1200 ono ph Paul 043 329187
Paragllder Spring sale. Challenger C23
purple/pink 40 hrs airtime 75-90 kg range in ex cond
$3600 also
Airwave Jive 215 absolutely brand new 80-100 kg
range $4000 also
Airwave Paradise 3 harness with backplate $460
will negotiate a package deal ph Tim 02 6321634
Airborne Trike AUF Reg . No. 10-1015 Arrow II wing
50 hrs 503 twin carb Rotax 155 hrs big wheels pod
4 blade ultra prop always hangared never been near
the beach looks as gd as new $7900 ph 060 369525
Fall 1608 Race (int) white TS green white US gd
cond no flutters $600 ono ph Bob 065 835069 AH,
810001 W
Edge Trike T2 2502 582LC certified 2 seat immac
cond recent wing upgrade to current specs 2 helmets
intercom VHF aircraft radio trailer with wing rack
nothing to spend $16500 ph 065 852122 BH, 856417
AH
Early Skysailor & Airwave magazines from the
summer of 1975 through to 1979 over 26 issues +
some extra material on early manufacturers $50 the
lot ph Ray 02 8992784
Blitz 1415 (exp int) kevlar mylar LE grey & red US with
kevlar TE 1 season old ex cond $2500 ono also
Fall 152 Combat (int) flu oro orange mylar LE black
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& orange mylar us with or without LE stiffeners fair
cond quick release fittings $1250 also
Bandit 180 (nov) ex cond $500 also
Mega 11170 (nov) gd cond $300 also
Flytec airspeed sensor suit model 3010, 3020 or
3030 $95 also
Flying suit by Aussie Skins black with red shoulders
& yolk suit 5'10' -S ' pilot$l 00 ono ph Len 068 537220
Harness Moyes cocoon with chute ex cond blue
in colour suit up to 6' $450 ph Rod 046 556296
XS 1159 (exp int) ex-Drew Cooper glider nice colours
contact Craig 042 295407 $1400
GTR 1152 VG (int) blue LE pink mid section
blue/pink/blue US white MS 20 hrs total airtime crispy
new $1400 also
Icorn IC40G with handheld mic still in box $550 ph
066251541 H, 215423 W
Moyes pod harness Ige blue ex cond $350 ph Ian
042941512
Moyes Tracer harness suit 5'8'-S '2' 1 yr old 20 hrs
grey lime boot $350 ph Greg 043 327596 after 6 pm
Blitz kevlar 1415 (exp int) 12 mths old immac cond
kevlar LE & TE It crimson dacron MS pale blue &
white US heavy duty Euro glider bag incl spare
upright & universal outer LE $3100 ono have glider
tube will ship anywhere in Australia ph Phil 042
942218
Klaufsky harness ex cond crimson suit 5'6'-5'10'
60-80 kg huge storage space side mounted chute
container top-mounted aerial camera pocket & 2
side-mounted zippered in -flight access bags $400
ono ph Phil 042 942218

& this chute cannot be accommodated $850 ono ph
Gus 043 234609

Paragllder: German Salewa model 1987 suit50-100
kg orange/White with backpack harness $700 John
Turner 98A The Round Drive Avoca Beach 2251
Edel Paragllder med size excond certified $1000 or
exchange for hang glider ph Neil 02 9384184 AH
Foil llSOB (int) great cond orange/gold/yellow US
white MS flies well $500 ono ph Jon 02 3287471 H,
3614155 W
XS Easy 145 (int) dk blue LE white MS It blue & pink
US speed bar VG fitted selling due to purchase of
new glider $1400 ono ph Peter 049 430158 after 6
pm

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
XS 142 (exp int) 18mthsold TT65 hrs excond power
rib cloth TE blue/grey/White new glider bag water
proof bag & XC bag spare upright keen to sell $2600
neg also
Hang gliding!triklng eqUipment Moyes front entry
pod small pink/black $350 also
Parachutes Australia parachute $200 also
2 ground tow bridles & tow gauge hydraulic ram
type $50 also
JS Slide Flight Computer scale rule & protractor
$40 also
2 Map holders $20 also
Databack camera Pentax $125 also
Avatron headset (new) cost $185 sell $90 ph 08
2943273
Dream 220 tidy cond green It green pink dart $2400

Afro Cirrus 8000 immac casing intermittent working
order have 2 so all the spare you need requires an
electronically inclined brain (i .e. not me) $300 ono
the two ph Phil 042 942218

* Attention! *

Ball 1552 varia ex cond $700 ph Lee 02 3876105 AH

All Victorian &
New South Wales
Pilots

PA Backup chute ex cond $250 ask for Rod 02
6917716 BH
Radio Icom 40G UHF latest model as new with all
standard accessories 3 watt battery pack Charger &
case why pay $550 when $450 will do ph Peter Gray
028743503
Blitz 1415 (exp int) immac cond only 25 hrs v lifty
glider never been nosed in comes complete with
batten profile & manual reluctant sale $3400 ph Brian
066290201
Airborne Blitz 1415 (exp int) with kevlar LE & TE
40 -50 hrs ex cond $3400 ono ph 044 743486
(Moruya)
Mission 170 (int) ex cond low flying time $1800 ph
John (02) 4896384 H
Blitz 1415 (exp int) flu oro orange TS fluoro green LE
& TE sky blue 1st panel flucro pink 2nd panel bright
colours for safety sake making it v easy to see in the
air from above & below ex cond absolutely beautiful
to fly only 50 hrs since new must sell urgently! $3000
no offers Steve Bailey 065 547600 W , 556569 H
XS 155 (exp int) low hrs ex cond half power rib sail '
extra luff line (no dive sticks) $2500 also
Moyes Pod Ige low hrs $250 also
Chute $250 or job lot $2800 ph Mark 066 243111
XS 155 (exp int) gd cond $1700 ph David 063 523435
XS Easy (int) gd int glider in new cond 10 hrs airtime
faired king post speed bar ex cond 1slto see will buy
$2000 + spares or will trade or swap 018 430593
Floats to suit trike ph Warwick 02 3610200 BH,
6714709 AH . Fx 3610290
1 Bullet 32 ft dia. recovery parachute brand new
never fitted to a wing . I have upgraded to new wing

Need Ratings??
Or do you want to
upgrade your
rating?
Intermediate & Advanced
rating courses
We provide:
3 x 2 hour theory classes
2 x full day skill assessment
"Be assessed from taking off to
skying out"

Guest speakers and guidance from
Australian champions

Call Active Ai r Sports
042942999 BH
042942584 All hours
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ono ph 08 2943273
Foil Combat 152 Mk II (int) fully optioned & many
extras also incl $500 discount on Second Chantz
A,I.R. system ph 08 3220813
Moyes XS 155 (exp inl) white TS with power rib TE
white scrim LE purple US king post hang $2500 also
Moyes Pod black Ige $350 ph Brent 08 3270741 AH
Combat 152 (int) ex-Carl Braden Worlds gliderfluoro
yellow & grey US white triax LE $1900 ph Scott 08
2712257
Advance Sigma Paragllder (inl) 60-80 kg gd solid
wing $2000 come to Adelaide & test fly nearly
anytime all yr round ph Ramon 08 2931306 H,
3725168 W or leave your ph no & I will ring back

QUEENSLAND
Aero Race 150 spare upright 45 hrs g cond nov-int
$2200 or swap + cash for Combat 139 ph John 079
726837 (apologies for Incorrect phone no, last
month)
Total sellout - retiring from sport
Combat 152C (int) 30 hrs airtime grey scrim LE
pastel apricot & pastel pink US white TS full race
sleeved tip fairings flys & looks like new $2750 also
Moyes pod Ige $350 also
Sjostrom varlo $450 also
D Scott flying suit $70 all this gear is in ex cond &
would suit nov-inter pilot ph Thermal Jensen 079
589706
Blitz Kevlar 145 (exp inl) comp model white LE silver
& red US ex cond 8 mths old $2900 ono also
Paraglider CXII 26 sq m 65-85 kg weight range as
new cond 35 hrs IT Silver with fluoro green red &
yellow flashes US $2500, also
Air Support Harness gd cond aluminium frame v
comfortable red with silver para container etc $450
ono suit 150-170 cm pilot ph Gerry 070 341451
Pegasus XL 452 low noise 133 hrs gd cond red LE
red & black US red trike ASI WTG hour mtr tach
compass altimeter with subscale asking $14500 also
Airborne Edge 582116 hrs top cond grey LE red &
black US gold fleck maroon trike ASI WTG hour
meter tach compass reg rectifier altimeter landing
lights $16000 also
Moyes 210 trike wing suit Buzzard red LE rainbow
US looks & flys like a dream $2000 also
Airborne Buzzard 582 gd cond green LE gold US
white trike wheel pants soft sides alt with subscale hr
meter tach ASI reg. Tl 2024 $7750 also
Combat 140 Racer (int) as new apricot LE & 1st
panel purple US $1200 ph Bob 074 490065, 018
708551
XS 155 Mylar (exp int) 50 hrs excond fluoro orange
& white $3200 ono ph Conrad orTascha075 435505
Foil Combat 152 (int) orange LE red & blue US near
new side wires & luff lines gd cond flys well $1400
ph Murray 07 2733489
Quit Sport sale
Danny Scott Racer harness ex cond suit 170 cm
(5'7') $390 also
Combat 152 (int) gd cond great handling sleeves
avail never used $1700 ono also
Sjostrom varlo choice of 2 inc! latest model under
warranty from $500 ph 079 793414
Ball 551 varlo dual scale 1 ft increments ex cond
$450 ph Chris 07 8481409
Foil 152C (int) blue/green US full sleeves avail gd
cond $1650 must sell quickly ph Justin 07 8702836
XS 142 (exp int) less than 100 hrs in immac cond
nice colours can be seen or testflown on Gold Coast
$2200 ph 076 951717
XS 11142 Surfcote (exp inl) 8 mths old low hrs flies
great glides like a dream $3200 ph Mike 07 8143044
GTR 151 (int) blue LE It green pink white US white
TS also
Moyes cocoon backpack harness suit 5'8 ' black
with rainbow stripe $750 the lot ph Scott 075784322
BH, 755204 AH
Combat 139 (int) low hrs v gd cond white triax LE
pink/yellow US sleeves (removable) incl quick set-up
as no half battens reduced to $2500 ph Peter Bolton
078482061 W
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GTR Race 152 (int) white with blue LE faircond new
wires $600 also
XS Easy (int) turquoise LE pink & purple US fair cond
$1200 must sell also
Foil Combat II 152 (int) white with fluoro green &
black tiger striped US 1 yr old ex cond $3000 also
Pod type harness black suit 5'6' -8' $200 ph Scott
Jones 018 755322, 075934318

$2000 ph Fred 057 593576

Lindsay Ruddock 2 v gd cond comes in foam
storage well cared for also
Icom IC40 UHF v gd cond $450 also
Parachute requires re-pack $275 ono ph Andy 07
3491940

Pegasus XL (high power 462) 1 yr old motor recently
overhauled newfronttyre fluoro orange LE white MS
fluoro orange & blue US blue tips blue trike base this
trike ideally suited to conversion for aero-towing
$1200 also
Aero 165 (int) new demo model It blue LE white MS
It blue & pink US $2500 also
Aero 150 Race (int) 3 hrs airtime fluoro pink scrim
LE white MS It blue & grey US $2300 ono
Orion 190 red LE white MS yellow & red US $300
also
ph Steve 057 551724 or 018 570168

XS 142 (exp int) fluoro yellow LE fluoro pink US must
sell $2000 also
Fins as new to fit XS gliders $120 ph Ron 075
463021

Mission 170 (int) suit new buyer only 30 hrs airtime!
sky blue LE white MS It green US also Moyes Pod
harness with parachute & Litech varlo $3000 ph
Fred 03 8857283 AH 4862883 W

XS 169 (exp int) grey scrim LE turquoise fluoro pink
US power rib TE gd cond has to go at $2700 ono ph
Henk 075 463021

Sting 118 (int) almost new white with red mylar LE
black & white US ideal for lady or small pilots $2500
also
Foil 140 Racer (int) white red LE purple & It blue US
$1700 ph Khanh 03 4785252 H, 6525235 W

Blitz 137 (int) grey & orange stripe gd cond $2900
ph Bron 079262237 AH
Paragllder: Austrian made Comet STV 21 high perf
+ suitable for beginners 21 sq m (up to 100 kg) hardly
used & as new complete was $5800 sell $2800 ono
also
Reserve parachute for paragllders new was
$1000 sell $780 ph Chris Heinlein 078924803
Moyes GTR 170 Race (int) red LE yellow & white
US v gd cond never flown coastal suit int or budget
conscious XC flyer $1500 ono also
Pod harness suit 5'10'-8'4 ' with storage & chute
container $400 also
GT 170 (inl) suitable for parts or restoration $350 ph
078926178

VICTORIA
Paraglider Falhawk Neo 24 sq m (65-85 kg) 15 hrs
airtime turquoise with rainbow tips ideal 1st glider v
stable in ex cond comes with an Apco 2 harness
$2500 ph Dallas 03 8829166 B, 8424094 AH
Paraglider Edel Apollo 24 (25 sq m, 60-75 kg)
nov/int with speed system 10 hrs airtime still crisp
ACPUL all 'A's ex value at $2600 ph Tom 03
2464443 B, 3362149 AH
GTR 152 (int) orange LE white MS & US gd cond
$500 ph Michael 03 5833128
Ball 651 Instruments ex cond recently serviced
$450 also
FoIl160B Racer (int) ex cond recently fitted with new
flying wires has not been used in 12 mths can be
inspected in Melbourne by arrangement $1200 ono
056235758 or 295216
Paraglider Para-Pacific Monarch 24 18 mths old
25 hrs gd cond suit beginner 60-85 kg easy to launch
& fly complete with speed system harness & bag
$900 ph Rod 03 7904820 B, 059443815 AH
GTR 152 (int) gd cond spare hang loops helmet air
speed indicator 2 log books & a site book all up $600
ph Geoff 054 478557
Airwave MagiC IV half race (int) red mylar LE pocket
4.8 oz dacron MS mid-blue US faired king post &
uprights (1 spare) variable geometry 65 hrs logged
airtime in mint cond most of its life spent garaged
must sell $1000 ono ph Ian O'Neill 03 8876208 AH,
018178945
Pegasus Q462 trike brand new arriving into stock
early August instruments inc! purchased at 1992
prices & at an ex exchange rate great colours $1 7900
make an offer Gavin Bond 03 8076138 AH, 018
557596
Mission 170 (int) classic colours dk blue LE dk pink
MS comes with batten profile & factory manual $1 800
ph Warwick 03 8169200 BH, 052 531096 W/ends
Foil 160B Kevlar Race (int) white TS dk blue LE
yellow & pink US v well looked after new side wires
batten profile ex cond $1400 ph Tony 059 665599
XS Easy 152 (int) new bag low hrs gd cond blue LE
orange & white faired uprights & king post speedbar
+ 2 harnesses & 1 chute helmet wheels ASI & more
$2000 ph Bruce 03 5842176

Paraglider Pacific Blade 25 never flown 2 wks old
6.5 glide 60-80 kg 12 'A' NZ test $2700 also
Blade 2710 hrs airtime 6.5 glide 1.2 sink ratio 75-95
kg 12 'A' NZ test $2200 also
Pro-design harness as new $250 ph Steve 060
271739

ACT
Cheap Insurance Second Chantz chute rocket &
container manufactured 5/92 ph 06 2959132 W,
2959338 H
Air Support pod + chute suit 5'5' -8 ' $400 also
Moyes Meteor 150 (inl) suit female pilot $500 ph
Garth 06 2477526 AH
Blitz 146 (exp int) ex cond v easy glider to fly kevlar
LE & TE white MS fluoro yellow & purple US $2850
any reas offer considered ph Phil Robinson 018
625181 or 062 2961311

TASMANIA
Mission 170 (int) red LE red & grey US complete
with manual & batten profile also Moyes Pod harness in matching colours only flown once a BAR GAIN $2500 the lot! ph 004 583261

WA
XS 155 (exp int) 2 to choose from both are in gd cond
& in fine flying trim have never been bent $1700 ea
ph John Whitman 090 711526 Esperance
Magic IV 155 (int) faired king post & uprights speed bar VB batten profile & manual yellow LE dk blue sky
blue & white US ex cond $1000 ph Terry 098 464359
Blitz 146 (exp int) (Rob Hibberd's comp glider) kevlar
LE & TE pink & blue US white TS HPT square weave
4.2 oz dacron (top of the range sail cloth for UV
resistanc~ long life, & go fast characteristics!) . In
preparation for selling, we removed the sail & gave
the glider an 60 point safety check, & then a testilight.
The glider has approx. 60 hrs airtime, & is in immac
cond . This glider would retail new for $5600 bargain
price for a fast sale $3000 incl freight to anywhere in
OZ ph Airsports 09 3616053
XS Easy 155 (int) ex cond power rib all extras white
MS grey & red US any reasonable offer considered
ph Danny 09 4449920 H, 31 67626 W
Magic IV (int) yellow LE dk blue sky blue & white US
white TS ex cond faired king post & uprights speed
barVB batten profile & manual $1 000 ph 096 464359
Clubman CFX (int) low airtime only 46 Ibs lightest
glider in class suit int-nov 2 spare down tubes &
speed bar + wheels $2000 also
one custom pod harness colours suit glider inc! new
APCO reserve $700 open to offers also
Afro Owens Valley vario/altimeter/AI completely
energy compensated $700 or offers also
VHF radio & charger & spare battery + headset
$500 or offers This is a desperate sale forced by
impending financial disaster! any offers considered
ph Rolf 09 2724303 +

Paragllder Apex MR 110 gd cond approx 55 hrs
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